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1 INTRODUCTION 
When a fractional factorial design is used, some runs 
may be more difficult to implement than others. It may thus 
be desirable to use a fractional factorial design not 
containing objectionable runs. But because information about 
the factorial effects of interest is important, techniques 
should be developed to provide this information while 
eliminating undesired runs. This problem will be addressed 
for two-level fractional factorial designs. 
In Chapter 2, we will consider a N-run factorial 
experiment with k factors at two levels, coded as -1 and 1. 
The mean response, E(Y), at the level combination 
(x^,x2f'''/%%) is assumed to be given by 
(1.1) E(Y) =Po + Z X. + E E i X. X. + ••• 
i 1 1 i <i 12 ^ 1 ^2 
1  1 ^ 2  
+ I ••• E ..i Xi •••X. , 
i <...<! 1 u -^u 
^1 ^^u 
where u is a known positive integer, and /3's are unknown 
parameters. In matrix notation, the mean response, is 
2 
assumed to be given by 
(1.2) E(Y) = PqI + + ••• + 
= + XÊ, 
where Y is an N x 1 random vector of responses corresponding 
to N level combinations, not necessarily all distinct; 1 is 
the N X 1 vector of ones; gj, j = l,..,u, is the X 1 
vector of parameters , 1 a i^ <...< i^ a k; and 
is that part of the design matrix X corresponding to gj. 
If we assume that Y is from a normal distribution with 
2 
mean (/SqI + Xg) and variance-covariance matrix <t  I, two N-
run designs will be called u-equivalent if their information 
matrices for £ in equation (1.2) are identical. It is the 
information matrix that we will require to remain unchanged 
when we consider alternatives to a given design. The two SAS 
IML algorithms, Algorithm 2.1 and 2.2, used to generate all 
1-equivalent designs are given in Appendices A and B, 
respectively. The outlines of these two algorithms will be 
described in Section 2.3. 
Methods used in generating u-equivalent designs are 
discussed in Sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. One of the 
methods is based on a relation between this problem and that 
of trade-off in block designs. If and T^ are two 
3 
collections of b binary blocks of size k and are based on v 
varieties such that any subset of t varieties is contained 
in the same number of blocks in as in ^ then the pair 
(Ti^Tg) is said to be a (v,k,t)-trade of volume b. This 
method will be discussed in Section 2.5. 
Chapter 3 will consider block designs with equal block 
sizes such that the number of times that each treatment 
appears in a block is equal to either zero or one. Such 
designs are known as the Binary Proper Block (BPB) designs. 
When a BPB design contains undesired blocks, then an 
alternative design must be generated with the same 
information matrix for the treatment effects (adjusted for 
the general mean and block effects) as the given design. 
After modifying the aforementioned algorithms, we provide an 
algorithm able to generate BPB designs with desired support 
sizes, no undesired blocks, and the same information matrix 
for treatment effects (after the general mean and block 
effects are corrected) as a given BPB design. The relation 
between this problem and that of generating 1-equivalent 
designs will be discussed in Section 2.6 and in Chapter 3. 
A fixed size n HPS sampling design based on the units 
1,2,..., N with sizes x^, Xg,..., x^ is a pair d = (S^, P^) 
with four properties: 
1) S^ is a collection of subsets of {1,2,..., N}, all of 
4 
which have cardinality n. 
2) is a positive function on S^. 
N 
4) E ses fSei^df®) " "%!/( E Xj) for i = 1, 2,..., N. 
d' i=l 
The second-order inclusion probability for i and j, i ?<= j, 
is defined under d as T . P. (s). In Chapter 4 ,  we 
^ ses^,s9i,i d 
will provide two algorithms able to generate fixed size HPS 
sampling designs with desired upper and lower bounds for the 
second-order inclusion probabilities and no undesired 
samples. 
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2 FACTORIAL DESIGNS WITH EQUAL INFORMATION MATRICES 
When fractional factorial designs are used in 
industrial experiments, certain combinations of factor 
levels are often undesirable or unachievable. But these 
problems can be addressed. For example, it may be possible 
to obtain a design without one or more undesirable or 
unacceptable level combinations but with the same 
information matrix for the factorial effects of interest as 
that for a given design. To date, little effort has been 
made to identify methods providing alternative designs with 
such properties. 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe a method of 
searching for factorial designs with all factors at two 
levels such that the information matrix for the factorial 
effects of interest, pertaining to a specified model, are 
equal to the information matrix for a given design. 
In the next section, we present notations and 
definitions associated with factorial experiments. The 
second section describes necessary and sufficient conditions 
for two N-run fractional factorial designs to be 1-
6 
equivalent. Section 2.2 will describe sufficient conditions 
for generating alternative designs that are 1-equivalent to 
given designs with special structures. Application of those 
results are discussed in Section 2.2. In the third section, 
two algorithms are given with which to generate 1-equivalent 
designs. We study u-equivalent designs with u a 2 in Section 
2.4 and provide a link with the so called trade-off method 
in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 explains why solving the problem 
stated in the first paragraph is difficult when the model is 
different from that in (1.2). Closing remarks are made in 
the final section. 
2.1 Preliminaries 
We will consider only designs with k factors, assuming 
that k can be any integer greater than one and each factor 
appears at two levels. We will designate these two levels 
high and low. By an N-run design, or an N-run factorial 
design, we mean a design consisting of N runs of level 
combinations. For additional information about factorial 
designs, we refer to Raktoe, Hedayat, and Federer (1981). 
Note that N may be, and typically is, smaller than 2 and 
that duplicate runs are allowed. 
We will use three systems of notation to represent the 
runs of a factorial experiment. First, the presence and the 
7 
absence of a letter indicate high and low levels of the 
corresponding factor, respectively. Second, one and zero 
represent high and low levels of a factor, respectively. 
Third, one and negative one indicate high and low levels of 
a factor, respectively (See Table 1). 
2 
Table 2.1 Notations for 2 factorial experiments 
Notation 1 Notation 2 Notation 3 
Run Factors Factors Factors 
Number A B A B A B 
1 1 0 0 -1 -1 
2 a 1 0 1 -1 
3 b 0 1 -1 1 
4 ab 1 1 1 1 
Consider a factorial experiment with k factors at two 
levels, coded -1 and 1. For a fixed u, where 1 a u a k, let 
the model be as in equation (1.2). If we assume that Y 
follows a multivariate normal distribution with mean /S^l + 
X£ and variance-covariance matrix the information 
matrix for £ is 
= X'(I - - ll')X. 
u N — 
Definition 2.1 : Two N-run designs will be called u-
equivalent if their information matrices for g, which are 
based on the model in equation (1.2), are identical. 
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It is the information matrix that we require to remain 
unchanged when alternative designs are considered. This is a 
rather stringent requirement, especially when all linear 
functions of parameters are of equal interest. In the latter 
case, invariance of the spectrum of the information matrix 
could be a sensible, less demanding requirement. But because 
most statistical criteria with which to discriminate between 
designs are based on either functions or characteristics of 
an information matrix, methods generating designs that are 
u-equivalent to given designs are needed. 
For a given design 3), let p. . (q. . ), 1 a s a k, 
^1* ^s ^l"^s 
denote the number of runs in which the s factors i,,•••, i 1' ' s 
appear simultaneously at their high (low) levels in D. We 
will call these numbers the s-th order high (low) level 
coincidence frequencies if all ij's are distinct. We will 
also write p. , . where not all i.'s are distinct, and 
^1 ^s ] 
define it as p. . , when the t.'s are distinct and the 
sets {i^, — ,ig} and {i^, — ,6g,} are identical. Thus, 
p. . . will then be an s'-th order high level coincidence 
1 s 
frequency. Let P = (Pj^j) be the k x k matrix of the first 
and second order high level coincidence frequencies for V, 
We will refer to IP as the P-matrix for 2). 
When dealing with more than one design, we will 
9 
distinguish between the various designs, model matrices, 
information matrices, P-matrices, and the entries of 
P-matrices by using superscripts. Thus, xj*), and pji^ 
will correspond to design . In the next sections, 
X J 
we will consider only those factorial designs without 
constant factors. Consequently we will assume that 0 < pu < 
N for all i = 
2.2 1-Equivalent Designs 
The main objective of this section is to study 1-
equivalent designs from a mathematical point of view. We 
will discuss implications of the results in detail in the 
next section. 
Consider the model in equation (1.2) with u = 1, also 
known as the main-effects model. The information matrix for 
g is formulated as 
®1 = - I 
Proposition 2.1; If 2)^^^ and 2)^^^ are two N-run factorial 
designs, then 6^^)= if and only if the following two 
conditions hold: 
(i) for each i, 1 a i a k, 
p(l)= p(2) p(l)+ p(2) . 
10 
and 
(ii) for all i, j, 1 ^  i # i a k, 
1 
< Proof > Let be the model matrix for 25 , and let 
Then 
(2.1) 
and 
( 2 . 2 )  
denote the i-th column of X (<) 
l'ap^= 2pj^)- N 
— —1 
jCl'sf )(l'af ) =5(2pf'- N) (2p|''- K) 
= 5[4pf'pf - 2N(pf). pW, 
+ N^] . 
If i = j, equation (2.2) reduces to 
Further, 
= ^ [N^- (N - pf^)]. 
am'a(^) =p(;)+ (N-p(^)_p(^)+p(^)) 
- [(Pr)-P(^)) + (p(')-p(^))] 
N -  2(p(^)+ p^*)) + 4p^f) 
if i = j 
if i * i 
Recall that 
11 
1 11 N^— 1 ' *— 1 ' 
Hence, the ij-th cell of is given by 
i[4pP(N - ) ] if i = j 
4pfj)- ^ (4pMpj^)) if i * j 
This implies that if and only if 
(i) ^i4p(l)(N - pjl))] = ^ ^4pf2)(N - pf2))] for all i ,  
which is equivalent to 
pj^)= pj^) or p(^)+ p!^)= N for all i, 
and 
(ii) Pij)- pjj)= pj^^Pj^^) for all i * j. | 
In view of condition (i) in Proposition 2.1, condition 
(ii) in Proposition 2.1 can be restated as 
12 
(2.3) p[V- p[V 
if p(')= pI") 
and p^l)= pj2), 
if pr=pr) 
p(^)+ p(^)- N 
Pi = Pi 
and Pj^^+ Pj^)= N, 
if pj^)+ p2^'= N 
and p^l)+ p^2)= N. 
(2)_ 
Corollary 2.1.1: Let 2)^^^ and be two N-run factorial 
designs such that pf^^= pjf^ for all i,j or qj^)= pj?) for 
XJ Ij Ij XJ 
all i, j. Then î?|^^= . 
< Proof > If pjj)= pjj) for all i and j, it is clear that 
the two conditions in Proposition 2.1 are satisfied. If 
qjj)= pjj) for all i and j, only condition (ii) in 
Proposition 2.1 requires verification. 
Note that 
(2.4) q(j)= (N - pf)) - (pM- pfj)). 
The restated version in equation (2.3) of condition (ii) 
holds because 
= p(^)- N. I 
13 
A generalization of Corollary 2.1.1 is stated as 
follows: 
Corollary 2.1.2; Let D (1) and D be two N-run 2^ 
factorial designs based on k factors such that pf?) 
for all i/j, or pj^^ for all i,j. Let be any L-
'X3 1] 
run factorial design. If 2)^^^ and denote two (N + L) 
run factorial designs with 
X 
X 
(3) 
1 
(1) 
and x(5) 
X 
X 
(3) 
( 2 )  
, respectively, then 
Corollaries 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 constitute a partial 
converse of Corollary 2.1.1. 
Corollary 2.1,3: If for two N-run factorial 
designs and if pf^^ and N are relatively prime for some i 
and I, then 
(i) pjj)= pjj) for all i,j 
or 
(ii) qjj)= pjj) for all i,j. 
Moreover, 
14 
(2.5) = (I'xjZ))'(I'xjZ)) 
and 
(2.6) x|^^'xj^^= x|^^'xj^^. 
< Proof > Let and be two 1-equivalent N-run 
designs. Suppose that for £ = 1 and i = 1, and N are 
relatively prime. By Proposition 2.1, either p|^^= pj^) or 
p ( ^ ) .  I f  p ( ^ ) =  p j ^ ) ,  t h e n ,  f o r  e a c h  3 * 1 ,  
- p f l '  =  
Because pj^^and N are relatively prime and IPj^^-Pj^^l < N, 
pjj) - p(j) is not an integer unless pj^)= • This 
statement implies that pf^)= p(^) for all i. 
Next, suppose that pj^)+ p|^^= N. Then for each j * 1, 
This will be integral if and only if pj^)+ Pj^^= N. Hence, 
p(^)+ p(^)= N for all i. 
By applying (2.4), we reduce condition (ii) in 
Proposition 2.1 to 
(2.7) p(j) = 
pjj) if pj^)= pj^) for all i 
qjj) if q(l)= pf2) for all i 
15 
Which proves that condition (i) or condition (ii) in this 
corollary will hold. 
For the second part of the statement, note that 
equation (2.5) holds if and only if equation (2.6) does. 
Thus, it suffices to show that equation (2.5) holds. Because 
aj^) denotes the i-th column of , the ij-th element of 
(I'xj^)) '(I'xj^)) is given by (l'a|^^ ) (I'aj^^ ) . It is 
therefore sufficient to show that 
= (I'sf ) (i'sf ) • 
This follows immediately from equation (2.2) if p|^^= 
for all i, so that we need only consider p|^^+ p(^)= N for 
all i. In that case we have that 
= 4(N - p{^^)(N - pj^)) - 2N[2N 
- (pj^)+ 
= 4N^- 4N(pjl)+ p(l)) + 4pjl)p(l) 
- 4N^+ 2N(pjl)+ p(l)) + 
= 4pjl)p(l)- 2N(pjl)+p(l)) + 
i J 1 J 
And this completes the proof. | 
16 
Corollary 2.1.4: If N < 8 or N is a prime, then 
if and only if 
(i) Pij)= pjj) for all i,j 
or 
(ii) qjj)= pjj) for all i,j, 1 s i,j s k. 
< Proof > The "if" part follows immediately from 
Corollary 2.1.1. According to Corollary 2.1.3, the "only if" 
part holds if N is a prime. Thus, only N = 4 and N = 6 
remain to be considered. For N = 4 the result follows from 
Corollary 2.1.3 unless pj^^= 2 for all i and £ = 1,2. For 
the latter case, it follows from Proposition 2.1 that 
pjj) for all i,j. 
For N == 6, the result follows from Corollary 2.1.3 if 
pj^^= either 1 or 5 for some i and £. If pj^^e {2, 3, 4} for 
all i and £, it follows from (i) in Proposition 2.1 that the 
pair (p(^),pj^)) must be one of (2,2), (2,4), (3,3), (4,2) 
or (4,4). The result is true unless there exists a pair i 
and j such that p|^^ = pj^), pj^)* 3, p(^)+ p(^) = 6, and 
X X X J J 
Pj^)* 3. The only values of pj^) needing consideration are 2 
and 4. Note that condition (ii) in Proposition 2.1, 
reformulated in equation (2.3), requires that -[p|^^(p^^^-
6 ^ J 
Pj^))] be an integer. So 3 must be a factor of (p^^)- pj^^), 
17 
which is impossible. It follows that either p|^^= pj^^ for 
all i, or p(^) for all i. The result is obtained now 
as in the proof of Corollary 2.1.3. | 
The converse of Corollary 2.1.1 is not always true. The 
next example will give two 1-equivalent designs such that 
and p|^^= pP^ for 2 s i s 4. 
Example 2.1; Let 2)^^^ and be the following designs, 
each with 4 factors and 8 runs: 
and 
Then 
D 
D  
(1) 
( 2 )  
and 
a ad abc acd ac abc d d 
be cd ac abc d d 
X (1) _ 
1 -1 -1 -1 
1 -1 -1 1 
1 1 1 -1 
1 -1 1 1 
1 -1 1 -1 
1 1 1 -1 
—1 -1 -1 1 
-1 -1 -1 1 
X ( 2 )  =  
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
18 
Further, 
x ( i ) ' x ( i )  
1 1 
x ( 2 ) ' x ( 2 )  
1 
8 0 4 -4 
0 8 4 -4 
4 4 8 -4 
-4 -4 —4 8 
" 8 4 4 -4 
4 8 4 -4 
4 4 8 -4 
-4 -4 -4 8 
and 
jj — 1 — 1 
' v ( 2 )  
2 -2 
•2 2 
0 0 
0 0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 0 
2 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Hence, 
Note that 2) ( 2 )  can be obtained from D (1) if the level 
of factor A in the first 4 runs of is changed. The next 
proposition captures the change from C (1) to T) ( 2 )  as a 
special case, and a new notation is required. For £ = 1,2, 
let p(^)(m) denote how often factor i is at a high level in 
when restricted to the first m runs; a similar meaning 
is attached to pff)(m). 
2? W  
19 
Proposition 2.2: Let ^ D ' where A is an ra x 
I JNxk 
matrix, such that 
(i) C'l = 0 ; 
and 
(ii) for all i,j, i e {1, 2 , ' - ' ,  k^}, j e {k^+ I,---, k}, 
2p(j)(m) - p(l)(m) = ^ iPj^)(2p(l)(m) - m) ]. 
Then with = - A  B  1 
L C  D J '  
we obtain 
< Proof > We must check conditions (i) and (ii) in 
Proposition 2.1. Using (i) in Proposition 2.2, we obtain 
pj^)- (m) == (N - m)/2 for all i, 1 s i s k^. Hence, for 
each i, 1 s i s k^, 
pj^)= m - pj^)(m) + (p|^^- p(^)(m)) 
= [m - 2pfl)(m)] 
= N - pf^). 
For k^+ 1 5 i a k, pj^) = pj^). So condition (i) in 
Proposition 2.1 holds. To show that condition (ii) in 
Proposition 2.1 holds, we will consider three cases. 
(I) If k.+l a i ^  i :s k, then pf^) = pj^) . 
X XJ Xj 
20 
(II) If 1 a i * i 3 k^, then 
pjj) = [pjj)- Pij^(m)] + m - (m) + p|j^ (m) 
= m - pjl) (m) - (m) + pfj) 
= m - [pfl)- (N - m)/2] - [pfl)- (N - m)/2] + pj^) 
= N - pjl)- p(l)+ pjj). 
(III) If 1 a i s and if k^+ l a j a k, then when (ii) 
in Proposition 2.2 is used, 
p(j) = [pjj)- pjj)(m)] + [p(i)(m) - pjj)(m)] 
= p(j)+ p(^)(m) - 2pj4)(m) 
= p(j)- ^ Xpj^)[2p(l)(m) - m]} 
= Pij)- N)]. 
In all cases, it follows that condition (ii) in Proposition 
2.1 is satisfied. Thus the proof is complete. | 
Proposition 2.2 will be applied in the next 
corollaries. 
Corollary 2.2.1: Let ^ , where A is an m x k 
I JNxk 
21 
matrix, with c ' l  = 0. Then with -A C , we obtain G 
(1), 
G(:) 
< Proof > The result is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 2.2. | 
Corollary 2.2.2: Let ^ A B J , where A is an N x 
Nxk 
matrix. If for i e {1, 2, k^}, j e {k^^+l, • • •, k}, 
pij'=5(pppr')-
Then with = |^-A B J , we obtain . 
< Proof > This corollary is a special case of Proposition 
2.2 with m = N. Condition (i) in Proposition 2.1 clearly 
holds. Condition (ii) in Proposition 2.2 reduces now to 
_(i) . 
ID N 
Corollary 2.2.3: Let A B C D , where A is an m x 
Nxk 
k^ vector such that (i) c'l = 0 ; 
(1) 
and 
(11) for i e {1, 2,"', k^}, p| '(m) = m or 0; 
(iii) for j e {k k}, pj^^fm) = ^  p(^^ 
J N J 
22 
Then with xj^) = ^ , we have that 
< Proof > This corollary is a special case of Proposition 
2.2 with pj^)(m) equal to either m or 0. Condition (ii) 
m /1\ 
reduces to pj ' (m) = — pj g 
Example 2.1 illustrates Corollary 2.2.3 for = 1 and 
m = 4. 
Corollary 2.2.4: Let ^ D ' where A is an m x 
L  JnxK 
matrix, such that 
(i) C'l = 0 ; 
(ii) For i e {1, 2 , - " ,  p|^^= -  ;  
J- J- 2 
and 
(iii) For i e {1, 2 , - " ,  k^}, j e {k^+l,--*, k}, 
p(l) (m) = ^ ^p(l) (m)p(l) (m) ]. 
•••J m ^ J 
Then with = °], „ehaye8f)=8f). 
< Proof > We need to prove that condition (ii) in 
Proposition 2.2 holds. It follows from (i) in Corollary 
2.2.4 that for 1 a i a k^ the column sum for the i-th column 
of xj^) is equal to the i-th column sum of A. Using (ii) in 
Corollary 2.2.4, this implies that p|^^(m) = m/2 for 1 a i a 
23 
k^. Hence, for i e {1, 2," k^} and j e {k^+l,*'", k}, 
2p|V(m) - (m) = 2<^ipjl)(m)p(l)(m)]} - p(^^ (m) 
^ J J m J J 
= 0 
^ip(l)[2pjl)(m) - m]}. I 
An example follows. 
Example 2.2: With k = 4, let us start with an 8-run 
factorial design 2) (1) 
(1) 
where 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
If the treatment combinations abc and abed are undesirable, 
then we can simply change the level of factor A in the first 
4 runs of The resulting design is given by where 
X ( 2 )  =  
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
•1 
•1 
1 
-1 
1 
-1 
1 
-1 
1 
•1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
The conditions in Corollary 2.2.4, with m = 4 and k^ = 
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1, are satisfied, implying that . 
The next proposition, providing a condition that 
uniquely determines the runs in a factorial design, will be 
used to explain Propositions 2.4 and 2.5. 
proposition 2.3: A design is uniquely determined by all its 
s-th order high level coincidence frequencies, 1 s s ^  k. 
< Proof > We need to show that 2)^^^ and are 
identical if and only if for all £, 1 a £ s k, and all i^, 
•••, i„, 1 s i < ••• < i. 3 k it holds that pj^^ . = 
1 * * c 
pP^ . . Because the "only if" part is trivial, we need only 
il- .1^ 
prove the "if" part. Let m be the largest integer for which 
there exists a set Z = {i.i_; 1 a  i  <  «  «  «  <  i  a  k  1 m 1 m 
such that pj^) . >0}. Then both and must contain 
exactly p(^) . runs whose i.-th entry is one if i. e Z and 
il-.im ] ] 
-1 if ij (g Z. Remove these runs from both and , and 
call the remaining designs 2)^^^ and respectively. Then 
the £-th order high level coincidence frequencies p(^^ . of 
Dl- 0£ 
can be obtained as 
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p(l) 
Di- ']f 
A - i / if for all e, j e 
3I-0£ ® 
,(1) 
, otherwise. 
Obviously, . = pj^^ . for all j^. Continue to perform 
the aforementioned step until 2)^^^ contains no more runs 
with any positive entry. Hence, 25^^^ contains either no runs 
or only runs with no positive entries. Note that in each 
step we remove an equal number of runs from both designs; 
hence, 2)^^^= 2)^^^ . This completes the proof. | 
Proposition 2.4: Let X> be any design and let P be its 
P-matrix. If for any three factors i, j, and m there is a 
pair, say i and j, such that p.. = Pj, p^, 0 or (p.+ p. -
Xj X J X J 
N), then there is no other design with the same number of 
runs that has the same P-matrix as does 2). 
< Proof > We will show that for 1 s s a k, all the s-th 
order high level coincidence frequencies can be computed 
from the P-matrix of 2) if the condition in this proposition 
holds. Note that the Consider p. . , where 1 ^  i. <•••< i. 1 I  
:s k. If £ = 1 and 2, then p. . is given by the P-matrix. 
' h  
If £ £ 3 then, without loss of generality, we may take 
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Pi i = Pi or 0 or Pi + Pi - N. If p. . = p. , then p. . . 
^1 ^ 2  ^ 2  ^ 1  ^ 2  ^ 1 ^ 2  ^ 2  h  
=  p .  . . .  I f  p .  .  =  0 ,  t h e n  s o  i s  p .  . . . .  F u r t h e r ,  i f  
^ 2  h  ^ 1 ^ 2  h  
Pi i = Pj + Pi - N, then 
1 2  1  2  
Qi i = N - p. - Pj^ + Pi i 
12 1 2 12 
= 0. 
Hence, in that case factors i^ and i^ do not appear 
simultaneously at their low levels in D, and 
Therefore, 
^^1^2**^£ ^^1^3**^£ ^^2^3*^^3^4 "^£ 
For all cases, any £-th order high level coincidence 
frequency, 1^2, can be computed from (£-l)-th and (£-2)-th 
order high level coincidence frequencies. Consequently, all 
Pi ..i / 1 s £ s k, are uniquely determined by the given 
^1 
IP-matrix. It follows from Proposition 2.4 that 2) is uniquely 
determined by the given IP-matrix. | 
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Proposition 2.5; Two different N-run factorial designs, 
and with the same IP-matrix have at most N - 4 
runs in common. 
< Proof > Without loss of generality, let X 
and let 
r 
c 
, where B and C are m x k matrices, m s 
N. We need to show that if the IP-matrices for these designs 
are equal and if m a 3, then matrices B and C consist of the 
same m runs. It follows from Corollary 2.1.2 that 2)^^^ and 
Z) are 1-eguivalent designs. Let denote the design 
consisting of the first m runs of design 2)^^^, I = 1,2. Then 
for m = 1 it is clear that and are identical. 
For m = 2, if p|^^(m) =0, 1 or 2 for some i, then for 
all j i p(j) (m) is equal to either p|^^ (m) or 0. If 
pf^)(m) = Pj^^(m) = 2 for some i and j, then p|j^(m) = 
(m). It follows from Proposition 2.4 that and 
are identical. 
For m = 3, assume that pf^^(m) = 0, 1, 2, or 3 for some 
i. Then for any j * i, p|j^(m) must be equal to 0, pj^)(m), 
\ r>T* /Tn\ 4- \ — tnl Viiar^iaiica î f j '(m) or [p> '(m) + pj '(m) - m], because if p}j'(m) is 
not equal to one of the first three terms, then (m) = 1 
and pj^)(m) = Pj^^(m) = 2. This relation implies that 
p|j^(m) = [pj^)(m) + p(^)(m) - m]. It follows from 
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Proposition 2.4, then, that and are identical. | 
The following example will give two 5-run factorial 
designs 2)^^^ and with k = 3 such that both have the 
same P-matrix and N - 4 = 1 run in common. 
Example 2.3: Let and 2)^^^ be the following two 
designs, each with 3 factors and 5 runs: 
D  (1) . c abc ac 
and 
X> ( 2 )  .  : 1 ab ac be ac 
Then for 1 = 1  and 2, 
p = 
3 12 
12 1 
2 13 
It follows from Corollary 2.1.1 that 2) (1) and are 1-
equivalent designs. Using the notation in Proposition 2.5, 
let B and C consist of the first four runs of 2)^^^ and 2)^^^, 
respectively. There is thus one run, namely ac, contained in 
the matrix A. The two designs attain the upper bound for the 
number of common runs in Proposition 2.5. 
In the next section, two algorithms will be used to 
find all factorial designs that are 1-equivalent to a given 
design. 
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2.3 Algorithms for Generating 1-Equivalent Designs 
We have in the previous section presented results that 
can be used to generate some designs that are 1-equivalent 
to a given design with a special structure, for example, a 
design satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) in Proposition 
2.2. But we can see that no results generate designs that 
are 1-equivalent with a fractional factorial design without 
such known structure, such as those described in previous 
section. The reason for this inability is that without a 
known structure of a fractional factorial design, the only 
conditions under which we may generate other 1-equivalent 
designs are conditions (i) and (ii) in Proposition 2.1. 
Because it is almost impossible, especially when we are 
dealing with an experiment with a large number of factors 
and runs, to find other factorial designs that are 1-
equivalent to a given design, it is important to write a 
computer program able to do the search for us. 
According to Corollary 2.1.1, for any two given 
designs, and if p|j^= pj?) for all i and j, then 
^(2) will use this and condition (i) in 
Proposition 2.1 to perform a two-stage search process to 
generate other designs that are 1-equivalent with a 
specified design, At the first stage, we will use 
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to generate other IP-matrices satisfying conditions (i) and 
(ii) in Proposition 2.1. Algorithm 2.1 is written for the 
first stage and is given in Appendix A. At the second stage, 
we will use each P-matrix, say P, found at the first stage 
to generate alternative designs whose P-matrix is equal to 
P. Algorithm 2.2 is written for the second stage and is 
given in Appendix B. In this section, we will discuss the 
basic ideas used to construct these algorithms. 
Let a I b indicate that b/a is not an integer, and let 
HZII denote the cardinality of a set Z. Let n = {1,2,***, k}, 
Sq = {i e f2; p|^^ = N/2}, and let Og denote the complement 
of So in n, written Sq. For each j e Oo, define 
Sj = {i e Oo: i = j or N f (2p|^^pj^^ ) }. 
Note that for any i e So, it follows from Proposition 2.1 
that for any alternative design p|^^= pj^^. In view of 
equation (2.3), if, for some i. * i , pj^)= pj^) and pj^)+ 
± ^ 1.^ il 3-2 
pP^= N, then —[pj^)(pj^)- pj^))] must be integral. Because 
^2 N ^2 ^2 
pj^)+ Pp^= N, this means that must be 
^2 ^2 N ^2 
integral. Thus, if both i^ and i^ belong to Sj for some j, 
then for any alternative design, either p(^)= p|^^ for 
both i = i^ and i = ig, or pj^)+ p(^)= N for both i = i^ and 
i = ig. Algorithm 2.1 is based on this relation. 
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Algorithm 2.1 
The input needed for this algorithm is the number of 
runs, N, in 2)^^^ and the IP-matrix The algorithm will 
generate all possible P-matrices satisfying conditions (i) 
and (ii) in Proposition 2.1. 
Step 1 Find Sq and QqJ for each j e fig, find Sj. 
Step 2 If IISOII = k, then any alternative design has 
the P-matrix P^^^. In such an instance, print P(^) and stop 
the algorithm. Otherwise, if IISqII = k-1, make £ == 1 and go 
to step 3. Otherwise, go to step 2.1. 
Step 2.1 For i,j e Og, merge S. and S. if S.n 
1 J 1 
Sj * 0. Continue to merge sets with nonempty intersection 
until the sets remaining are mutually disjoint. Denote the 
resulting subsets of S Îq by Go to step 2 . 2 .  
Step 2.2 Let = 0 and Wg,'"', denote the 
£ (2 - 1) distinct subunions of A^u» • «u A^ such that 
W^2^-l+i) the complement of VI^ c Qq, for all i, 1 ^  i s 
£—1 2 . Go to step 3. 
Step 3 Construct as follows, 
(i) For Isms 2^"^, the (i,j)-th element of is 
obtained as 
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,(m) 
'ii 
4^' f if i 4 Wm and j d 
N - (p!^'+ 
4" 
Pf' 
2 
P^' + Pij'-
2 
5" 
(1) 
m 
m 
m 
(ii) For 2^ ^ + 1 s m s 2^, the (i,j)-th cell of is 
Obtained as N - + pC'^'"^) 
Remark 
] ' "1] 
There are two instances in which we can 
write down the desired IP-matrices directly, without 
executing the algorithm. The first instance is when p|j^= 
for all i # i and N/2 for all i. If so, 
then p(j)= N/4 for all i. It follows from conditions (i) and 
(ii) in Proposition 2.1 that for any alternative design 
pf^)= N/2 and p{j^= N/4; hence, there is exactly one 
P-matrix. The second instance is when satisfies the 
assumption that p|^^ and N are relatively prime for some i. 
It follows from Corollary 2.1.3 that there are exactly two 
IP-matrices. In both instances, these two IP-matrices are IP^^^ 
and the IP-matrix found from as in part (ii) in step 3 
of the algorithm. We will use Example 2.4 to illustrate how 
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Algorithm 2.1 works. 
Example 2.4: Let D be the following design with 4 factors 
and 12 runs: 
X> : abc ab ab cd a a a b c d 1 1 
Its P-matrix is given by 
P = 
6 3 10 
3 4 10 
1 1 3  1  
0  0  1 2  
Step 1 of Algorithm 2.1 will result in the following sets 
= {2 3 4}, 
So = {!}, 
Sg = {2 4}, 
= {3}, and 
= {2 4}. 
Step 2.1 will produce sets A^ = {2 4} and A^ = {3}. We can 
now proceed to Step 2.2. The sets generated in Step 2.2 are 
= 01 Wg — {2 4yf Wg — {2 3 4}^ and — {3}« In the last 
step of Algorithm 2.1, these sets are used to construct the 
following P-matrices: 
p(^) = 
6 3 10 
3 4 10 
1 1 3  1  
0  0  1 2  
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P ( 2 ) _  
P (3)_ 
P (4)_ 
6 5 1 4 
5 8 2 6 
1 2 3 3 
4 6 3 10 
6 5 4 4 
5 8 6 6 
4 6 9 8 
4 6 8 10 
6 3 4 0 
3 4 3 0 
4 
0 
3 
0 
9 2 
2 2 
For a given k, the maximum number of P-matrices that 
can be generated from Algorithm 2.1 is 2 . For given values 
of N and k, a P-matrix of a design that generates 2 
different P-matrices in Algorithm 2.1 must satisfy the 
property that N|(2pupj) for all i 3^ j. Table 2.2 provides 
CPU times (in seconds) for generating 2 P-matrices for k = 
4, 5, and 6 and for N = 8 and 16 using the HDS/9180 computer 
system. All diagonal elements of p(^) are equal to 2 for N = 
8 and to 4 for N =16. 
It seems that CPU times depend more on the value of k 
than on the value of N. If we increase the value of k, then 
each step needs to generate additional S, A, and W sets. 
Let be a given N-run factorial design. For the 
remainder of this section, we will use the second notation 
of in Table 1 to represent b y  an N x k matrix 
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zeros and ones. Clearly, The following 
algorithm will generate all alternative designs with the 
same P-matrix 
Table 2.2 CPU times (in seconds) on HDS/9180 
Number 
(k,N) of CPU time 
P-matrices 
(4,8) 16 3.06 
(4,16) 16 3.25 
(5,8) 32 3.52 
(5,16) 32 3.43 
(6,8) 64 4.46 
(6,16) 64 4.41 
Algorithm 2.2 
In presenting the algorithm we will use [GET D] to 
denote a subroutine of that name. This subroutine uses the 
matrix P^^^ to find all the possible candidate runs based on 
two criteria, which are applied to a matrix of runs, stored 
as D. First, if pj^)= for some i * j, then a possible 
1J X 
alternative design will only contain the runs in D that have 
the j-th factor at its high level whenever the i-th factor 
appears at its high level. Another criterion is that if 
p^j)= 0 for some i * j, then we will only choose the runs in 
D with at least one of the i-th and j-th factors at their 
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low level. 
By a sequential process, to be explained in the 
programs, an attempt is made to build a design with the 
desired P-matrix. in doing so, the matrices and D will 
be updated at each stage of the process. Initially, only 
runs with at least three factors at their high level are 
used in this building process. Whenever no more of such runs 
can be used, a subroutine [FINAL] will be called. This 
subroutine will attempt to complete the building process by 
adding runs with at most two factors at their high level 
such that the entire process results in an N-run design will 
be printed; otherwise, [FINAL] will be stopped and and 
D will be updated once again. 
The next two steps are the key steps in this algorithm. 
They govern how the matrices p(^) and D are to be updated 
The complete Algorithm will be given in Appendix B. By a 
null matrix, we will mean a matrix with no entries. 
Step 1 We create a null matrix D to be used in 
later steps for storing selected runs. We will use the (2 
k(k-l) 
k - 1) runs with at least three factors at their 
2 
high level and to run the subroutine [GET D] and store 
the resulting matrix to both and D. If there are some 
undesirable runs, then we will create a matrix R = (r..), 
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whose ij-th entry which is one of the values 0, 1, or 2, 
corresponds to the appearance of the levels, low, high, or 
both, respectively, of the j-th factor in the i-th undesired 
run or set of runs. We will delete those undesired runs from 
both and D. The former is ordered in a descending manner 
by row sums and consists of all possible candidate runs that 
can be used to construct alternative designs. If is a 
null matrix, then 2)^^^ can be constructed only from runs 
with at most two factors at their high level. In this 
instance, must be the same as , and there is no 
alternative design. The algorithm will print the message "No 
alternative design exists !" and will stop. Otherwise, it 
will go to the next step. 
Step 2 The first row in D, say v^, will be 
considered for inclusion in an alternative design. We add v^ 
to D and the algorithm will perform these procedures: 
(i) compute an updated P-matrix 
ip(l) = p(l)- v.v. ' and 
—1—1 
(ii) run the subroutine [GET D] on D and on the updated 
matrix . 
The result will be an updated matrix D. If the new matrix D 
is null, go to Step 2.1. Otherwise, return to the beginning 
of Step 2. Repeat the same steps as described, but now with 
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the updated versions of D and . 
Step 2.1 In this step, all runs with at least 
three factors at their high levels in a possible alternative 
design have been chosen. The subroutine [FINAL] will thus be 
run to determine whether the remaining runs of a possible 
alternative design can be filled out by runs with at most 
two factors at their high level. After this determination 
has been made, and a possible alternative design has been 
printed, delete the last run, say vf, from D and compute the 
new updated IP-matrix as 
p(l) _ |p(l) + v.V.'. 
—1—1 
If v( is the last run of D^, then stop the algorithm. 
Otherwise, let D be the matrix of runs that follows v^ in 
D^, and run [GET D] on the updated matrices D and . If 
the resulting matrix D is a null matrix, but D is not, then 
return to the beginning of this step, and repeat. Otherwise, 
go to step 2.2. 
Step 2.2 If both D and D are null matrices, 
then stop this algorithm; otherwise, return to Step 2. 
Remark 1 The matrix will always satisfy that 
every entry is nonnegative and that each off-diagonal 
element is, at most, as large as the diagonal elements in 
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the same row or column 
Remark 2 If there are certain level combinations 
that can not be used often in alternative designs, then 
check the resulting IP-matrices from the output of Algorithm 
2.1 and select appropriate IP-matrices to run Algorithm 2.2. 
To save executing time we also can specify an upper bound 
for the number of alternative designs requested. 
Remark 3 Algorithm 2.2 can be used to search for u-
equivalent designs with u a 2. We will discuss this in the 
next section. 
We will now use Example 2.5 to show how Algorithm 2.2 
works : 
Example 2.5; Consider an 8-run factorial design with 
four factors and 
Suppose that run abed is the only undesired run, so that the 
matrix R is R = [1 1 1 1]. We will use Algorithm 2.2 to 
generate an alternative design not containing the run abed. 
1 1 
1 -1 
-1 1 
-1 -1 
1 1 
1 -1 
-1 1 
-1 -1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
The next IP-matrix is obviously the only choice for 
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generating alternative designs. We will use this matrix to 
start the algorithm. 
P  ( 1 ) .  
4 2 2 2 
2 4 2 2 
2 2 4 2 
2 2 2 4 
Step 1 will produce matrices D and Because this is the 
first time that we have executed Step 1 ,  = D, and D is 
given by 
D = 
1 1 1 0  
1 1 0  1  
10 11 
0  1 1 1  
In Step 2, we will add the first row of D to the matrix D, 
resulting in updated matrices and D: 
I P  (l)_ 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 2 2 
and 
D = 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
4 
0 
1 
1 
1 
We will then return to the beginning of Step 2 and obtain 
the following updated matrices. 
2 0 0 2 
0 2 0 2 
0 0 2 2 
2 2 2 4 
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° = [ î  i  î  g ;  
and D is a null matrix. According to the procedures 
described in Step 2 of Algorithm 2.2, we will go to Step 2.1 
and run [FINAL]. Because the updated matrix does not 
correspond to a 6-run design with at most two factors at 
their high level, we will delete the second run from D and 
obtain updated D, and D matrices as 
IP (l)_ 
D = 
3  1 1 2  
13 12 
1 1 3  2  
2 2 2 4 
1 1 0  1  
10 11 
0  1 1 1  
and 
D = [ 0 ] ,  
Because D is not a null matrix, we now go to Step 2.2 and 
then return to the beginning of Step 2. Eventually, the 
algorithm will result in the following design D, the unique 
design with this P-matrix that also satisfies the 
restriction associated with the matrix R. 
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1 1 0  
10 1 
O i l  
1 1 1  
0 0 0 " 
10 0 
0 10 
0 0 1 
Under various restrictions, we will test the 
performance of this algorithm by using the IP-matrices with 
diagonal elements being equal to N/2 and off-diagonal 
elements being equal to N/4. Designs with these IP-matrices 
will possess the property that the best linear unbiased 
estimators of main-effects are uncorrelated. Table 2.3 gives 
the CPU times on the HDS/9180 computer system for generating 
1-equivalent designs for k = 4, 5, and 6 and for N = 8 and 
16. 
Executing time is much more dependent on the values of 
k than on other values. We may need extremely long CPU times 
to develop alternative designs if k & 6, since the number of 
runs included in will increase from 16 to 42 if we 
increase k from 5 to 6. The performance will deteriorate 
significantly if k is increased to 8 or more. 
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Table 2.3 CPU times (in seconds) on HDS/9180 
(k,N) Undesired 
run or runs 
CPU times 
(4,8) ( 1 1 1 1 )  3.13 
(4,8) ( 1 1 1 2 )  3.09 
(5,8) ( 1 1 1 1 1 )  3.24 
(5,8) ( 1 1 1 1 0 )  3.24 
(5,8) ( 1 1 1 0  0 )  3.24 
(5,8) ( 1 1 1 1 2 )  3.21 
(5,16) ( 1 1 1 1 1 )  4.91 
(5,16) ( 0 1 1 1 1 )  7.34 
(5,16) ( 2 1 1 1 1 )  4.91 
(5,16) ( 1 1 1 1 0 )  
( 1 0  1 1 1 )  6.15 
(6,16) (0 0 0 1 1 1) 1195.25 
2.4 U-Equivalent Designs 
In this section, the model in equation (1.2) with u ^  2 
is considered, and theoretical results associated with u-
equivalent designs are provided. We also discuss how to use 
Algorithm 2.2 to generate u-equivalent designs for u a 2. 
Proposition 2.6: If and are u-equivalent designs, 
then they are also t-equivalent designs for 1 s t s u. 
< Proof > For a given t, 1 a t < u, let and be 
the sub-matrices of the model matrix X , £ = 1,2, such 
that = [xj^) and X^^^ = ] • We 
need to show that 
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(1)= c(2)' 3. ( 2 )  
't 
Note that 
G W  = 
u 
;(f) %(*) 
- N ^  ) g(^) x(f) 
^t ^t 
(I 1 
N 
11')G^^) c(') ' ( I  1 
" N 
ii' )Xt^^ 
( I  1 
N 
ll')G^^Î î(^) ' ( I  1 
N 
11 
Because 
G(1)'(I - - ll')G(l)= G(2)'(i _ i ii')G(2). 
t N — t t N — t 
This relation implies that and are t-equivalent 
designs. | 
Let A° denote the complementary set of A in the mother 
set of A. We will introduce a well-known proposition of set 
theory in Lemma 2.1. The next three lemmas are needed to 
arrive at Proposition 2.7. Let 2)^^^ be an N-run factorial 
design. Assume that the model equation is as in equation 
(1.2), with u as 2. 
Lemma 2.1; Let be t finite sets. Then 
i  I  
(2.8) II U E.i l  = I  (-l)^^l E E • • • E II n E. II .  
i=l m=l isi <'''<i si e=l e 1 m 
< Proof > We will prove this lemma by induction on the 
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values of i. For i - 1, equality (2.8) clearly holds. 
F o r  1 = 2 ,  
(2.9) IIU £2)1= IIEg U (EgXE^)» 
= IIEgII + IIE^II - IIE^ n Eg". 
Assume that equality (2.8) holds for £ = n. Then for £ = n + 
1, it follows from equality (2.9) that 
n+1 n n 
"^U^E." = - IIE„^^ n 
= II U E.ll + IIE^+i» - ".U (En+i n Ei)ll. 
1—1 1—1 
If we set = E^^^ Q for i = I,***, n then it follows 
from the induction hypothesis that 
n n m 
II u E.ll = I (-1) E E • • • E II n II 
i=l m=l lai <'""<i an e=l e 
1 m 
and 
Hence, 
n n vn 1 m 
II u F.II = E (-1)™"^ E E • • • E II n Fi " 
i=l m=l lssi-<'• •<i sn e=l e 
1 m 
Ttl 1 
= I (-1)*-! Ï.E • • ; E IIE ^ n n Ei I 
m=l isi,<*"<i sn e=l "^e 
1 m 
n+1 n m 
II u E.ll = I (-1)™"^ EE' ' ' E II n E. II 
i=l m=l l^i <'''<i an e=l e 
1 m 
n ju 
+ I (-1) Z.E • • ; E «E +1 n n I 
m=l lsi-<**«<i sn " e=l ^e 
1 m 
+ "Vl" 
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n+1 _ -
= E (-1)™"^ Z Z m 
in=l 
• • I II n Ei II 
Isi <—<1 sn+1 e=l e 1 m 
This implies that equality (2.8) holds for all n, and hence 
the proof is completed. | 
We will introduce certain notations to be used in this 
section. As in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we use a^ to 
denote the i-th column of X^. Let a^^ = By 
a^#aj, we mean the N x 1 vector obtained as the component 
wise product of a^ and aj, that is, 
-
®li®lj 
%i®Nj 
Further, the componentwise product for a. ,*•*, a. is 
^1 h 
written 
£ 
Note that, with reference to model (1.2), # a. is the N x j=l-ij 
1 vector of the model matrix X corresponding to fi. . 
if ij's are different. Let Z(m), 0 a m a k, denote the set 
of all subsets of {1, •••, k} with cardinality m. For Z = 
{il, ig, •••, i^} c {1, •••, k} we define If 
Z = 0, we define P^ = N. 
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Lemma 2.2: Let 1 s m s £ s k and let e Z(£), e Z(m) 
and Zg c Z^. The number of runs in a given design with the 
factors corresponding to Z^ at their high level and those 
corresponding to \ Z^ at their low level is given by 
£-m . 
(2.10) H(Z2,Z^) = E (-1)] I Pg ^2 
j=0 ZeZ(j) 2 
ZcZiXZs 
< Proof > For i e Z^ \ Zg let = {£ e {1, • • •, N} : the 
factors corresponding to Z^ u {i} are at their high levels 
in run £}. Then 
H(Z ,Z ) = P - II U E.ll. 
^ ^ ^2 ieZ^XZ^ 1 
Note that for Z e Z^ \ Zg 
= \vz • 
It follows now from Lemma 2.1 that equality (2.10) holds. | 
Lemma 2.3; For Z^ = {i^, i^} c {1, •••, k}, the 
sum of the elements in the componentwise product of a. , 
. .., a. can be written as 
h 
t I , 
(2.11) !'(.# a. )= S (-1)^"® 2® Z Pg. 
^ i m=0 ZeZ(m) 
ZcZ^ 
< Proof > It follows from Lemma 2.2 that 
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(2.12) 
•'A i.'-" 
£-m 
I H(Z,Z^) . 
ZeZ(m) 
ZcZ, 
Because, for each fixed m, 0 a m ^ I, and each Z € Z (m) , 
appears only in H(0,Z^), H({i},Z^), i e z^, •••, and 
H(Z,Z^), in the right hand side of equation (2.12), it 
follows from equation (2.10) that the coefficient of the 
term is given by 
°m (-l)*(-l)m + (-1) 
+ (-l)^"G(_i)m-e [:) + (-1)^""'(-1)° 
= (-1)^"*""^ E 
i=0 
= (-1)'-» 2". 
Hence, equation (2.12) holds. H 
If a design contains any pair (i,j) for i * j, 1 s i,j 
:s k, with either p. . = p. = p. or p.. =0 and p. + p. = N, 
IJ X J Ij 1 J 
then the i-th column of the design matrix X is equal to the 
j-th column of X under the former conditions or to the 
negative sign of the j-th column of X under the latter case. 
Note that in neither case will individual information for 
factors i or j be provided by that design. Thus, we will 
ignore designs with the aforementioned properties. The next 
lemma will tell us about the basic difference between cases 
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with u =1 and those with u a 2. 
Lemma 2.4: For any two u-equivalent designs, where 2 a u a 
k, corresponding first and second order high level 
coincidence frequencies for the two designs are identical. 
< Proof > It follows from Proposition 2.6 and from 
condition (i) in Proposition 2,1 that for all i either p|^^= 
p(^) or p(^)+ pj^)= N. We will show that the first condition 
must hold for all i. According to equation (2.3), it 
suffices to show that, for all i and j, p|^^= pj^^ and pj^)= 
p(^). It follows then from equation (2.3) that p|j^= pjj^ 
for all i and j. To prove this, we will show that it is 
impossible to have, pf^)+ pj^)= N, p|^^* p(^), and p(^)= 
,(1) (2)= „(1)^ n(2)_ or to have pj '+ p| '= pi + pi - N, p| * p p(2) 
p^^)* pj^). Note that for £ = 1,2, 
(1)^ "(2), and 
G«) = 
u 
x(^) ' (I 
- ll')x(^) 
N — 1 
' (I ii')x|^^ 
J N — 1 
"(I -
x^^^ ' (I W 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 and from that 
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(2.13) ) ' [l'(a<^'# a<^') ] 
= (2pP'- N) - ^ (2pi^'- N)(N - 2PP'- 2pP'+ 4p!î') 
X N J ••• J •'•J 
= (2p{2)- N) - i(2pj2^- N)(N - 2pj2)- 2p^^K 4pf?^) . 
If pj^'f pj^'= N, pj^)* pj^), and pj^)= p(^) for some 
± X ± ± J J 
,(l)x n(2)_ 
- Jfj^ ^ / «"V* f/j - j/j J.V 
_ (^) \ J_ v(^)'/T ^ — 1i'\y(^) 
ifi, then we will consider the term aj ' ' (I -
- ll')(af'# aj*/) in ' (I - - ll')X^^' for £ = 1,2. 
N — '—1 —] 1 ^ N — ' 2 ' 
Hence, the equality (2.13) reduces to 
= ^ ^2p^l)- N)[2(pj^)- p(?)) - pfl)+ p(2)]. 
It follows from equation (2.3) that 
Hence, 
p|l)- p|2) = ^ ^2pjl)- N)(pjl)- Pj^))[^(2p(l)- N)]. 
Because pj^)* p(^), this equality can only hold if Pj^^= N 
or if p(^)= 0; but neither condition is part of our 
considerations. Thus, the first case is impossible. 
Next, we will consider the second case that p|^^+ pj^^ 
p(^)+ p(^)= N, pj^^f p(^), and p(^)* pi^^ for some i,j, 1 s 
J J XI J J 
i j ^ k. Here, equality (2.13) may be written 
(2p(l)- N) + ^ ^2p(l)- N)2 + ^ ^2p(l)- N)(2p(l)- 4pfl)) 
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= (2p(2)- N) + N)2 + ^ ^2p^2)- N)(2p(2)- 4p|2)). 
Note that 
2p(l)- N = -(2p(2)_ N) 
and that 
2p(l)- N = pfl)- pj2). 
Hence the equality reduces to 
2(p|^'- p|^') = N)[(2p|^'- 4p|^') + (2p|^'- 4p!?')] 
= 5(pf'- pj^')[N - 2(p(l)+ p{2))] 
= 2(p(^'-pW, -i(p(:'-p(^))(pm+p(|)). 
Recall from equation (2.3) that, in this instance, 
plj'- 4V' "• 
We therefore have 
Pij'" Pij'- (Pij'+ Pif ' 
- - P i ^ p i r  + ^ [ p r ( p i j ' + p i j ' ) : -
By implication. 
and 
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Note that if pj^^+ pj^)= 0, then p|^^= 0 and p|^^+ p(^^= N 
XJ IJ Xj X J 
for i = 1,2. Because we will not consider designs with this 
property, we may assume that p|^^+ pj^^* 0; hence the 
Xj Xj 
aforementioned equality is well defined. Note also that if 
p(j)= 0 the above equality would imply p(^)= 0, which is not 
possible. Hence p|^^ 5^ 0. similarly, p|^^ * 0. Thus, the 
^ J ^ J 
above equality reduces to 
pil' pf 
pir pf' 
If we switch indices i and j in equality (2.13), we will 
obtain 
pi^' Pi" 
pir pf' 
Hence, 
pj^)(N - pfl)) = p(l)(N - p(l)) 
By implication, p|^^= Pj^^ for t - 1,2. When we apply these 
conditions to equality (2.13), it reduces to 
(2p(l)- N)[l - i(N - 4pfl) + 4p(l))] 
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= (2pj2)- N)[l - ^ (N - 4p(2) + 4p{4))]. 
± If X ± J 
And this can be rewritten 
N = p||'+ 
= pf + pf > 
= N. 
We may conclude that pjf)= pj^)= p(*) for i = 1,2. According 
i J X J 
to our original assumption, this instance will not be 
considered. The proof is completed. | 
Proposition 2.7: Two N-run factorial designs are u-
equivalent designs with 2 u ^ k if and only if for all s, 
1 s s a min(2u,k), corresponding s-th order high level 
coincidence frequencies for the two designs are identical. 
< Proof > Let and denote these two u-equivalent 
designs. To prove the "only if" part we need to show that 
for all s, 1 s s s min(2u,k), for all Z e Z(s). 
It follows from Lemma 2.4 that the result holds for s s 2. 
Since we have that, for all i and j, 1 s i,j a 
u, 
(2.14) - - ll')x(l)= x(2)'(i _ - ll')x(2). 
1 N — ] 1 ^ N — ] 
A typical entry for the matrices in equation (2.14) is given 
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by 
where 1 s < •••< s k and 1 a h^ < •••< hj a k. Note 
that 
(jXr ' ' ' Ji<' ' = t 'À '^J > ' ' : • 
We will show that if all s-th order high level coincidence 
frequencies are identical for both designs, s a min(2u,k) -
1, then so are all (s+l)-th order high level coincidence 
frequencies. To see this let . , for £ = 1,2, be two 
1*' s+1 
specified (s+l)-th order high level coincidence frequencies. 
Pick up any two integers m and n such that m + n = s + 1 and 
1 a m,n a u. Let i = m and j = n in equality (2.14) and 
®  / p )  ^  / p \  
consider the column vectors ( # a J ') and ( # a> ' ) in 
h=l-^h 'h=l-ih+m ™ 
and respectively. Let = {i^, •••, i^^^} e Z(s+1). It 
follows from equalities (2.11) and (2.14) and Lemma 2.3 that 
ZcZ^ 
-  (-1)6+1 g p(2) 
e=0 ZGZ(e) 
ZcZ, 
This implies that 
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p f ' - i  = p H . . i  
1 s+1 -^1 ^s+1 
and hence we have proved the "only if" part. 
For the "if" part, we need to show that if, for all s, 
lass min(2u,k), the corresponding s-th order high level 
coincidence frequencies for the two designs are identical, 
then equation (2.14) holds for all i,j, where 1 s i,j a u. 
This result follows from the assumptions, the representation 
of equation (2.14), and Lemma 2.3. Thus, the proof is 
completed. | 
We can see from Propositions 2.1 and 2.7 that when u & 
2, the necessary and sufficient conditions for designs to be 
u-equivalent designs are much more stringent than those for 
designs to be 1-equivalent. Also, to generate designs u-
equivalent to a given design, we can use Algorithm 2.2 to 
generate 1-equivalent designs with the same P-matrix as that 
of the given design. We can subsequently select those 1-
equivalent designs having the same s-th order high level 
coincidence frequencies for 3 s s s min(2u,k) as the given 
design has. In the next section, we will introduce another 
method of generating u-equivalent designs. 
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2.5 U-Equivalent Designs and The Method of Trade-Off 
The main objective of this section is to provide a link 
between the problem of searching for u-equivalent designs 
and the method of trade-off for block designs. We will 
demonstrate how solutions to one problem induce solutions to 
the other. 
Preliminaries 
If T^ and Tg are two collections of b binary blocks of 
size k based on v treatments such that any subset of t 
treatments is contained in the same number of blocks in T^ 
as in Tg, then the pair (T^/Tg) is said to be a (v,k,t)-
trade of volume b. The motivation for studying the existence 
and construction of trades is of a statistical nature. If 
for an anticipated experiment some subsets of k treatments 
are deemed to be less desirable as blocks than others, a 
(v,k,2)-trade may be used to replace less desirable blocks, 
if any, from a given block design. The use of a (v,k,2)-
trade guarantees that the information matrix for the 
treatment effects is the same for the new block design as 
for the original block design. The extension of the concept 
of (v,k,2)-trades to (v,k,t)-trades, t a 2, is a natural one 
from a mathematical point of view, but there seems to be 
little statistical motivation to study any case other than t 
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= 2. The study of (v,k,t)-trades has received a great deal 
of attention, and the reader is referred to Hedayat (1990) 
for an authoritative review. 
We will show how certain (v,k,t)-trades can be used to 
replace undesirable runs in factorial experiments. It will 
provide a statistical motivation for the study of (v,k,t)-
trades, including those with t & 3. Before we do so, we will 
introduce some necessary notations and a well known 
proposition for trade-off method. 
Let T be a collection of b binary blocks of size k 
based on v treatments, say 1, •••,v, and be a 
subcollection of T of b^ blocks, not necessarily featuring 
each of the v treatments. Then we will use M(T^) = ) 
to denote the b^xv incidence matrix for T^. Thus, = 
1 if block i contains treatment j, and m^j(T^) = 0 
otherwise. If is another collection of b^ binary blocks 
of size k based on the same treatments as T^, then (T^fTg) 
is a t-trade if, for any j., •••, j. , it holds that j; 
i 
m.. (S)''*m.. (S) is the same for S = T. and S = T_. 
Lemma 2.5 ; If (T^,!^) forms a (v,k,t)-trade then it is 
also a (v,k,t')-trade for t' < t. 
< Proof > since, for t' < t. 
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tt] I 
I •*• E Z m.. (S)"*m.. (S), 
where E = e {1,... ,v}, d 
^ ••• ^ ^ t—t' ^ 1 ^  i 2 ^ *•* ^ 
it is seen that any t-trade is also a t'-trade. | 
Method used to generate u-equivalent designs 
Let be the Nxk matrix with entries -1 and 1 whose 
rows determine the runs for a given design. For a fixed u, 1 
a u a k, let the model be as in equation (1.2). Consider the 
binary proper block (BPB) design, say T, for k treatments in 
N blocks whose incidence matrix is given by 
( 2 . 1 5 )  M  =  ^ ( x j l ) +  ] J . ' )  
where the I's denote vectors of appropriate dimensions with 
all entries unity. It follows from Lemma 2.5 and equation 
(2.15) that for 1 a i^ <•••< i^ a k, 
M \ M 
(2.16) Pi ...i = Z m i (T)---ra . (T). 
1 ^ g=l ^  1 ^ t 
Set t = min(2u, k). If a t-trade is found and applied, let 
M* denote the resulting incidence matrix. It follows from 
Proposition 2.3 that with x|^^= 2M* - 1^', xj^) and xj^) are 
u-equivalent. A problem is that there is little knowledge on 
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t-trades when the block sizes are not equal, as may be the 
case for the block design with incidence matrix M. 
Instead, we define -x|^^] and we consider 
the binary, proper block design with 2k treatments in N 
blocks of size k whose incidence matrix is given by 
M = -(xj^)+ 11') . 
2 1 — 
Again, let t = min(2u, k). Since M corresponds to a 
proper block design, the available theory on t-trades can be 
used to search for t-trades (T^,T2) with a subcollection 
of the blocks in the design corresponding to M. If such a 
trade is found and applied, let M* denote the resulting 
incidence matrix. With 
xj^^= 2M* - 11', 
xj^) is a Nx2k (-1,1)-matrix which may be written as 
x{2)= [x(2) X*], 
where xj^^ is a Nxk matrix. Since each block in the design 
corresponding to M* contains k treatments and since 
treatments i and k+i, i = l,...,k, will never appear 
simultaneously in a block, it follows that X* = -xj^) and 
X^2)= [xj2) -x(2)]. 
Using equation (2.16) and Proposition 2.7, it is easily 
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seen that the factorial designs described by and 
are u-equivalent. The next propositions will state the 
strength of this method. 
Proposition 2.8; Any design that is 1-equivalent to a given 
design can be captured by the aforementioned method if the 
P-matrix of the former is the same as that of the latter. 
< Proof > Let and be two N-run factorial 
designs such that Let be the incidence 
matrix for the BPB design, with 2k treatments in N blocks of 
size k induced by for I = 1,2. Then 
-(X^^f ll') , 
2 1 — 
where 
xj^^ = [x|^^ -X ] . 
We need to show that forms a 2-trade. Clearly, 
^ /I \ N /n\ 
for all i, I m = % m It follows from the 
9=1 9=1 
definition of and from equation (2.16) that, for either 
i s i î t j s k o r k  +  l s i î f c j s  2 k ,  
N N 
z m .(M(l))m .(%(!)) = Z m . (M^^) )in (M^^) ) . 
9=1 g=l 
For all i and j, such that 1 s i :s k and k + 1 s j s 2k, let 
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j' = 2k - j; then 
9=1 
- Z 
g=l 
g=i 
g=l 
This completes the proof. | 
For a given design, not all its 1-equivalent designs 
can be generated by this method. Example 2.6 will provide 
two 1-equivalent designs with different P-matrices which can 
not be generated by this method. 
Example 2.6: Let 2)^^^ and 2)^^^ be the following two 
designs, each with 4 factors and 8 runs. 
: ab acd a a abc ad 1 1 
and 
: b cd 1 1 abc ad 1 1 
Then 
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P (1)_ 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
0 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
and 
p(2)_ 
6 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
0 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
It easily sees that conditions (i) and (ii) in Proposition 
2.1 are satisfied by these two designs. Hence and 2)^^^ 
are 1-equivalent designs with different P-matrices. 
Proposition 2.9: Any N-run factorial design that is u-
equivalent to a given design can be captured by the method 
of trade off as described in this section. 
< Proof > We will use the same notation as in Lemma 2.2 
and in Proposition 2.8. It follows as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.8 that we need to show only that, for any 1 ^  
i^ < ••• < 2k, t = min(2u,k), 
Z (%(!))''«m. (%(!)) = Z m . (M^^) j ... .j^(2) ^ _ 
g=l ^"-1 g=i ^^1 
Let h, 0 a h ^ - 1, be such that i^^^ is the first number 
among i., •••, i. that exceeds k. Let i( = 2k - i. for h + 1 
± t J J 
s j s £ and let = {i^, •••, i^, ^h+1' ^ and = 
{i^, ijj}. If n (ZgX Z^) * fa, then, for £ = 1 and 2, 
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it follows from the construction of that 
E m . (M^^^)---m . = 0 . 
g=l ^ « 
If n (ZgX Z^) = 0, then it follows from equations (2.10) 
(2.16), and then from Proposition 2.7 that 
N 
I m i (%(!))...%. (M(l)) = H(1)(Z ,Z ) 
g=l ^ 1 ^ £ 
i M \ 
= ^ (-1)3 z 4 L 
j=0 ZeZ(j) 2 
ZcZ.XZ, 
(-h j (2, 
= I (-1)] z priz 
j=0 ZeZ(j) 2 
ZcZi\Z^ 
= H(2)(Z2,Zi) 
" ,„(2) 
= E m^i (M^ ')-*-in„. (M\*') 
g=l gil 94 
This shows that forms an 4-trade. Thus, the 
proof is completed. | 
Discussion 
Results on t-trades for binary block designs are useful 
when searching for u-equivalent factorial designs. Whereas 
the concept of t-trades is not limited to proper block 
designs, most of the available results are. By considering 
= [X^ -X^] instead of X^, the conversion of the factorial 
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design to the incidence matrix M = 11') results in the 
incidence matrix for a proper block design to which the 
available results on t-trades can immediately be applied. 
Moreover, since any t-trade on the possibly non-proper block 
design corresponding to M = ) can in an obvious way 
be extended to a t-trade on the block design corresponding 
to M, there is no loss in considering instead of X^. In 
the next chapter we will introduce an algorithm which can be 
used to search for t-trades in block designs. 
2.6 Other Information Matrices 
In this section we will provide some sufficient 
conditions for two designs to be equivalent under a 
criterion that generalizes the criterion considered until 
now. We will first give some definitions and propositions in 
matrix algebra that will be used in this section. 
Definition 2.2: Let A and G be any two matrices that 
satisfy AGA = A. Then we say that G is a generalized inverse 
of A. Usually we will use A" to denote a generalized of A. 
Lemma 2.6: When G is an arbitrary generalized inverse of 
x'x then XGX' is invariant under the choice of G. 
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< Proof > See Searle (1982). 
Lemma 2.7; Let A be any matrix then there exists a unique 
matrix M such that 
(i) AMA = A 
(ii) MAM = M 
(iii) AM is symmetric 
(iv) MA is symmetric. 
This result is given in Penrose (1955). We call M the Moore-
Penrose inverse of A. We will use A^ to denote the Moore-
Penrose inverse of A. The proof of the following result is 
given by Marsaglia and Styan (1974b). 
Lemma 2.8: Consider the partitioned matrix 
W = 
Let 
M — 
where 
(SiSi)+ + (S;S1)+S;S2Q+S;S1(S;S1)+ - ( s ;Sj)Xs2°' 
.4"^ 9 
-Q S2S^(S^S^) 
° - s;si(s;si)+s;s2. 
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Then, M is a generalized inverse of W. 
Consider a specified N-run factorial design D and the 
model as in equation (1.2). For a given t, 1 s t s u, define 
and to be the submatrices of the model matrix X, such 
that = [X^ Xg-'-X^] and X^ consists of the remaining 
parts of X. Let = [1 X^]. Then the information matrix for 
^1'*"' ^ t (adjusted for Êi' i = is given by 
(2-17) ®(u,t) = Gt'I -
This is the information matrix that we will require to 
remain unchanged when considering alternative designs to a 
given design. Two N-run factorial designs will be called 
(u,t)-equivalent designs if their information matrices for 
j8^) in equation (2.17) are identical. This 
generalizes the concept of u-equivalent designs, which 
corresponds to the special case of (u,t)-equivalent designs 
with t = u. 
We will present some notation that will be used in the 
remainder of this section. Let V.. denote (a.#a.) for i^j, 
Ij i J 
n.. denote the column sum of V.and n... denote ij —Ij IjK 
l'(a^#aj#aj^) . As usual when we deal with more than one 
design we will use a superscript (£) to indicate the 
correspondence of an entry to design 23^^^. For example njj) 
= = l'(a|^^# a). The following proposition will 
IJ X J 
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provide a sufficient condition for two N-run factorial 
designs to be (u,t)-equivalent designs. 
Proposition 2.10; Two N-run factorial designs, 25^^^ and 
are (u,t)-equivalent designs if p|^^. . = p|^^ . 
1 m 
for all m = min(2u,k) and for all ij, 1 s j a m and 1 
s i- < < i„ s k. 1 m 
< Proof > It is clear that if the condition in 
Proposition 2.10 holds, then '7,^^ and 
will be the same for I = 1,2. 
Hence the result. | 
The proposition can be restated in these terms; any two 
u-equivalent designs, u & 2, are also (u,t)-equivalent 
designs when 1 a t < u. Note that the result is easily 
extended to the case in which not all columns of ,X^ 
need be included in G^^^ . Note also that when k is larger 
than 2u, Proposition 2.10 can be used to generate designs 
that are (u,t)-designs to a given design. It follows from 
Proposition 2.3 that for k = 3 or 4, Proposition 2.10 can 
not be used to generate designs that are (2,1)-equivalent to 
a given design. Thus, results that can be used to generate 
(u,t)-equivalent designs to a given design for k = 3 or k = 
4 should be developed. 
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Proposition 2.11: For k = 3, if the next three conditions 
hold for designs and then these two designs are 
(2,1)-equivalent. 
m(f)_ (i) 
(ii) 
N/2 for i = 1,2,3 and £ = 1,2. 
pfj)= pfj) for all i,j, 1 s iîtj s 3. 
(ill) p(i) = (p(:)+ P<^>+ 4V) - P<^> - N 
2 
< Proof > It follows from equation (2.11) that n(^)= nj^^ 
Ij J.J 
for all i * j and n|^^= 0 for all i and £. We will rearrange 
matrix , for t = 1,2, such that 
X • [  v(() v(*) -23 -13 
Hence we have that for £ = 1,2 and m = 1,2, 
2 2 
N 
"12 "13 
"12 ^ "23 
"l3 "23 ** 
„(m) ,y(m) 
*1 1 
and 
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(2.18) xf ) 'xf > = 
n 
(f) 
123 
0 
0 0 
4:1 0 
n 
(&) 
123 
"l23 ^ • 
0 
= n.(') 
We, now, need to show that 
(2.19) 'z|^' 
= g(=''(I - Z<2)(Z(2)'Z(2),-Z(2)')G(2). 
Note that 
and 
zjl)'zjl) = z(2)'z(2) 
cfi) 'cji) = %(!) 'xji) 
= v(2)'x(2) 
1 1 
= G(2)'G(2). 
In the matrix W of Lemma 2.8, if we set S_ to be 1 and S_ to 
1 — 2  
be then it is clear that 
(2.20) M = 
where 
' V n"*"Y ' 1  ^ n^ v(i) n"*" 
'QX--1]- H ti ^ 2 '« ] 
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Q = 
Then, it follows from Lemma 2.8 that M is a generalized 
inverse of both and Since 'l = 
0 for i - 1,2, equation (2.19) reduces to 
j j ( l ) / ^ ( l )  ^  x j 2 ) ' x ( 2 ) Q + x j 2 ) ' x j 2 ) .  
It follows from equation (2.18) that the above equation 
reduces to 
("123 - "123» <"123 + "123)0* = 0 . 
It follows from equation (2.11) and assumption (i) in 
Proposition 2.11 that assumption (iii) in the statement of 
the proposition is equivalent to 
("Izl + "ilh = "• 
This completes the proof. §| 
The assumptions given in the proposition just stated 
are quite restrictive: corollary 2.11.1 will indicate just 
how restrictive. Example 2.7 will provide two (2,1)-
equivalent designs satisfying the three conditions in 
Proposition 2.11, but these designs are not (2,2)-
equivalent. 
Example 2.7: Consider designs and 
: abc a b c ; and 
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: ab be ac 1. 
Then p(2)_ 
2 11 
12 1 
1 1 2  
and clearly satisfy the 
three conditions outlined in Proposition 2.11; hence, they 
are (2,1)-equivalent designs. Because ^ ^ 123' it-
follows from Proposition 2.7 that designs and 2)^^^ are 
not (2,2)-equivalent. 
Corollary 2.11.1: For a given N-run factorial design 
with k = 3 and pf^)= N/2 for i = 1,2,3, there is at most one 
alternative design satisfying the three conditions outlined 
in Proposition 2.11. Moreover, except for a possible 
permutation of the runs that alternative design has the 
design matrix ). 
< Proof > We need only show that if 23^^^ is an 
alternative design satisfying the three conditions in 
Proposition 2.11, then the next three conditions hold for 
2)(2) . 
(i) pj^) = N - pf^) for all i; 
(ii) Pij) = N - (pf^)+ p(^)) + pjj) for all i,j; and 
(iii) p(2) = N - I pf )+ E E p1^' - • 
i=l i<j 
Because p|^^= N/2 for all i, the preceding conditions (i), 
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(il), and (iii) follow directly from conditions (i), (ii), 
and (iii), respectively, in Proposition 2.11. | 
Proposition 2.12: For any N-run factorial design with 
design matrix the design with design matrix is 
(2,1)-equivalent to 
< Proof > Since 6^^^= x|^^= -xj^^= and x|^^= xj^), 
it follows that G'zll)- • 
In the next propositions, we will use the following 
notations. For a given matrix X, let pr(X) denote the 
projection matrix x(x'x)"x'onto the column space of X, and 
pr-i-(X) the projection matrix I - pr(X) onto the orthogonal 
complement of the column space of X; A = [A^ ••• A^], where 
Aj^ is an a X matrix, and by A^, we will mean the matrix 
Ai = tAj^ ••• Ai_i Ai+i'.. A^]. 
Lemma 2.9: The projection matrix onto the orthogonal 
complement of the column space of A can be reformulated as 
(2.21) pr-L(A) = pr-L(A^) - pr(pr-L(Aj^)A^) . 
< Proof > It follows from Lemma 2.8 that 
pr(A) = pr(Aj,) + pr (A^^) Aj.Q"*"A^pr (Â^) - Aj^Q'^AÎpr (Â^) 
= - pr(Â^)A^Q'^A[ + Aj^Q'^A: , 
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Where Q = AÎpr-L(Â^) A^, = [pr-L(Â^) A^^]'pr-L(Âj^) A^^ . It is clear 
that 
prl(Â.)AiQ+A{prl(Âi) = pr(Â^)A^Q"^AÎpr(Â^) - A^Q+Afpr(Â.) 
= - pr(Âi)AiQ+A: + Aj_Q'*'A{ . 
Hence equality (2.21) holds. | 
Proposition 2.13: Any two (u,t)-equivalent N-run factorial 
designs are also (u,t')-equivalent for 1 s t' s t. 
< Proof > Let = [xjffJ t'+l X. ]. It follows from 
our assumption and equation (2.17) that 
= G(')'pr.(zm)aW 
G (()' 
a<f>' 
pr^(z(^)) ) ê(4) 
are equal for 1 = 1  and 2 ,  and that 
«îuîtM • 
It follows from Lemma 2.9 that 
®[u!t') = G(;)'pr±(z('))G(;) -G^f)'pr(prX(zW) 
= G(f)'pr^(zW,G(;) - G(f)'pr±(zW)5^;) 
[5^f)'prX,zW,5(f)'pri-(zf )G(f) . 
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It follows now immediately that the equality of and 
®(u!t) that of G(u|t')' • 
Remark In this section we have only provided a few 
simple results on (u,t)-equivalent designs. Further studies 
on theoretical results of (u,t)-equivalent designs are 
needed. The only results, associated with (u,t)-equivalent 
designs, are stated in the last four propositions. 
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3 BINARY PROPER BLOCK DESIGNS 
When using a block design, sometimes some blocks are 
more difficult to implement than others. Thus, it may become 
desirable to obtain an alternative design without undesired 
blocks. The information of interest should remain the same 
as that for a given design. In the current study, the 
information of interest is based on the information matrix 
for treatment effects (adjusted for block effects and 
general mean). 
The trade-off method is a helpful tool in identifying 
solutions to this problem in the family of BPS designs. 
Several algorithms, such as those of Hedayat and Hwang 
(1983) and Khosrovshahi and Mahmoodian (1987), have been 
written to generate various trades. But for an arbitrary BPB 
design, it seems quite difficult to find a suitable 
replacement for undesirable blocks. 
The objective of this chapter is to use the connection 
between binary proper block designs and fractional factorial 
designs established in the previous chapter to write an 
algorithm for this problem. Section 1 will introduce the 
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relevant definitions, notations, and basic properties. 
Section 2 will illustrate the basic structure of the 
algorithm. 
3.1 Preliminaries 
We suppose that D is a block design with t treatments 
arranged in b blocks such that the j-th block contains k 
experimental units and the i-th treatment appears r^ times 
in the entire design for i = 1, 2, •••, v and j = 1, b. 
M is a b X V matrix whose (j,i)-th cell is m.where m.. is 
J X J 1 
the number of times that the i-th treatment appears in the 
j-th block. We call this matrix M the incidence matrix of 
the design. We let R denote a v x v diagonal matrix with the 
entries in r = (r^,'"*, r^)' along its diagonal. By a 
BPB(v,b,k,r) design, we mean a binary proper block design 
with parameters v, b, k, and r. As before, when we deal with 
more than one design, we use a superscript (£) to denote an 
entry associated with the £-th design. 
We let denote the h-th observation, if any, of the 
i-th treatment in the j-th block. The model is 
(3.1) Yijh = W + + gj + Cijh 
where p. is the overall mean; is the effect of the i-th 
treatment effect; gj is the j-th block effect, and e^j^^s 
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are independent random variables, all of which are from 
normal distributions with mean 0 and variance or . We assume 
that both treatment and block effects are fixed and let C be 
the information matrix for the treatment effects, which is 
obtained as 
(3.2) C = (R - ^  M'M) . 
The matrix C is also known as coefficient matrix of the 
reduced (intrablock) normal equations (see John, 1971). We 
call two BPB(v,b,k,r) designs statistically equivalent if 
the matrix in equation (3.2) is the same for the two 
designs. In Proposition 3.1, we state a well-known property 
that will help us search for BPB designs statistically 
equivalent to a given design. We let be the number of 
blocks in the design in which treatments i and j appear 
simultaneously. By a balanced incomplete block (BIB) design, 
we mean a BPB design with r = r 1 and = À, for all i * j, 
for some r and A. 
Proposition 3.1; Let and represent two BPB 
designs. Then and are statistically equivalent if 
and only if for all i # j, i a i,j a v. 
< Proof > In equation (3.2), for i * j, the (i,j)-th 
element of is (—^ and the (i,i)-th element of 
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c(*) is r(k - 1). Hence, cf^), if and only if 
(i) for all i 2 j, 1 a i,j s v, and 
XJ IJ 
(ii) r(^)= r(^) for all i. 
We now need to show that if for all i * j, then 
rj^)= rj^) for all i. Note that, for BPB designs, 
j=i ^ 
=  z  z  ]  ]  
=1 i'=l ~ 
i ( n  
] 
i'#
V ^ij 
i'=l((k - 1) 
i'fi 
This completes the proof. 
3.2 Algorithm for Generating BPB Designs 
We let and be two BPB(v,b,k,r) designs with 
incidence matrices and , respectively. For I = 1,2, 
let us define 
11'.  
Then is a b X V matrix with entries -1 and 1. Let 2)^^^ 
be the corresponding factorial design with each of v factors 
at two levels. It follows as described in section 2.5 that 
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the condition in Proposition 3.1 holds if and only if the 
P-matrices for the factorial designs and are 
identical. 
Hence, for a specific BPB(v,b,k,r) design D with 
corresponding factorial design D, the next two problems are 
equivalents. The first is that of searching for alternative 
designs statistically equivalent to D. The second is that of 
searching for alternative factorial designs having the same 
P-matrices as D has and consisting of runs with exactly k 
factors at their high levels. 
We may write, based on the preceding relation, an 
algorithm to search for BPB designs statistically equivalent 
to a given design. Algorithm 3 is such an algorithm and is 
obtained by means of a slight modification in Algorithms 2.1 
and 2.2. We will illustrate the modification made and 
describe the usefulness of Algorithm 3. The complete 
algorithm is given in Appendix C. 
Algorithm 3 
runs consisting of Step 1 We use only those 
exactly k ones to run the subroutine [GET D] and to store 
the resulting matrix in both and D. If there are some 
undesirable runs, then we create a matrix R = (r\j), whose 
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ij-th entry, the value of which is either 0 or 1, 
corresponds to the appearance of the levels, low or high, 
respectively, of the j-th factor in the i-th undesired run. 
We delete those undesired runs from both and D. The 
former consists of all possible candidate runs that can be 
used to construct alternative designs. If is a null 
matrix, then there is no alternative design. The algorithm 
will print the message "No alternative design exists!" and 
will stop. Otherwise, we create a null matrix D to use in 
later steps to store selected runs and proceed to Step 2. 
Step 2 The first row in D, say v^, is considered 
for inclusion in an alternative design. To that end, we 
perform these procedures: 
(i) compute an updated IP-matrix 
—1—i' and 
(ii) run the subroutine [GET D] on D and on the 
updated matrix 
The result will be an updated matrix D. If this new matrix 
is null, we go to Step 3. Otherwise, we add v^ to D and 
return to the beginning of Step 2. We repeat the same steps 
as described, but now with the updated versions of D and 
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Step 3 If is not a zero matrix, then we go to 
Step 3.1. If is a zero matrix, then we print matrix D 
as an alternative design and delete the last four runs, say 
vT_^, v?_2, v(_^, and vT, from D and compute the updated 
IP-matrix as follows; 
p( l )  . p( l )  + I V. . v '  .  
i-o ] ] 
If Vj _ = v( _ = vf _ = Vj and vj is the last run of D., 
-1-3 —1—2 —1—1 —1 —1 1' 
then the algorithm is stopped. Otherwise, we store runs that 
follow v^_3 in to D and run [GET D] on the updated 
~  / 1  \  —  
matrices D and IP ^  . If the resulting matrix D is null but D 
is not, then we go to Step 3.1. Otherwise, we go to Step 
3.2, 
Step 3.1 We delete the last run, say v(, from 
D and compute the updated IP-matrix as 
[p(l) = p(l) + v.v( . 
—1—1 
If is the last run of D^, we stop the algorithm. 
Otherwise, we store the runs that follow vT in D. to D and 
—1 1 
run [GET D] on the updated matrices D and If the 
resulting matrix D is null but D is not, then return to the 
beginning of this step and repeat. Otherwise, we go to Step 
3.2. 
Step 3.2 If both D and D are null matrices. 
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then this algorithm is stopped; otherwise, we return to the 
beginning of Step 2. 
Comparing this algorithm with Algorithm 2.2, we see 
that Algorithm 3 is quite similar to Algorithm 2.2, except 
that here contains less runs. Algorithm 3 can also be 
used to determine whether there is a balanced incomplete 
block (BIB) design satisfying a given set of parameters 
(v,b,k). We will test the performance of this algorithm by 
using BIB(v,b,k) designs with various v, b, and k. The CPU 
times (seconds) to generate BIB designs are listed in the 
next table. 
Table 3.1 CPU times (in seconds) for Algorithm 3 
(V, b, k, X) CPU times 
(5, 10, 3, 3) 
(7, 14, 3, 2) 
(9, 12, 3, 1) 
(13, 26, 3, 1) 
(7, 28, 4, 8) 
(8, 14, 4, 3) 
(9, 18, 4, 6) 
+3600.00 
+7200.00 
+7200.00 
+7200.00 
6.29 
3.42 
9.15 
+get no design found within this period. 
We see that if k > 3 or v > 9, then it takes hours to 
generate a desired BIB design. It thus is not a good idea to 
use this algorithm to search for BIB designs. 
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4 nps SAMPLING DESIGNS 
The main objective of this chapter is to write an 
algorithm that can be used to generate HPS sampling designs 
such that all second-order inclusion probabilities will be 
positive and lie between the given upper and lower bounds, 
if any. We give in section 4.1 the necessary definitions, 
notations, and propositions introduced in Hedayat, Lin, and 
Stufken (1989). In the second section, two algorithms will 
be given to generate a desired HPS sampling design. 
4.1 Preliminaries 
Throughout the chapter, we will consider a finite 
population consisting of N identifiable units, say 1, 2,» -, 
N, and assume that there is a known positive quantity 
associated with each unit. We define 
N 
Zi = Xi/( E Xy) 
j=l 
which is the so-called size measure of unit i. A fixed size 
n HPS sampling design based on the units 1,2,..., N with 
sizes x^, Xg,..., Xjj is a pair d = (S^, P^) with four 
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properties ; 
1) is a collection of subsets of {1,2,..., N}, all of 
which have cardinality n. 
2) is a positive function on S^. 
E s.s/d(®) = 1-
N 
4) E ggg s3iPd(s) = nx^/( E X.) for i = 1, 2,..., N. 
d' j=l 
The second-order inclusion probability for i and j, i # j, 
is defined under d as E e«=c a P^(s). We let y. denote ScO^^S3X/J Q 1 
the observable quantity associated with the i-th unit, and 
use a fixed size n UPS sampling design d based on the 
aforementioned N units to estimate the population total; 
N 
Y = E yj. 
i=l 
Note that the first-order inclusion probability for the 
i-th unit is defined as 
(4-1) = E seSa,s;iPd(S) ' 
and is required to be equal to nz^. The second-order 
inclusion probability for i and j, i * j, under d is defined 
as 
(4-:) *ii = E ssSa,s;i,j Pa's)-
With design d, the Horvitz-Thompson estimator (see Horvitz 
and Thompson, 1952) for Y is defined as 
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Y = E — . 
les i 
where s is the sample selected through d. Y is an unbiased 
estimator of Y and its variance is given by 
Yi yj 2 
(4.3) V = I E (TT.TT. - 7r..)( 4 
Kj ^ ^  *1 "j 
(see Sen, 1953 and Yates and Grundy, 1953). An unbiased 
estimator for V exists if and only if > 0, for all i * 
j. In that case an unbiased estimator, the so-called 
A 
Sen-Yates-Grundy variance estimator, for V is given by 
Î . , £ ,!i - ÏÎ," . 
i<j "ij "i 
i, jes 
To guarantee a nonnegative estimate, we must thus choose 
designs with n.. s ti.tt. . The values 0 and tt.ti. are therefore 
Xj 1 J ^ J 
natural lower and upper bounds, respectively, for the 
second-order inclusion probabilities j, i j. 
4.2 The Construction of TIPS Sampling Designs 
Through the Method of Emptying Boxes 
In this section, we assume that there are N boxes, 
labeled 1 to N. For each i, we assume that the i-th box 
contains objects. A round consists of removing n objects 
from these boxes such that at most one object is removed 
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from any box. A game is a sequence of rounds resulting in 
the emptying of all N boxes. The class of all possible games 
for fixed N, n, will be denoted by &(N,n;k^,•••, 
k^), or simply by 
For any game g e g, we let denote the set consisting 
of all subsets of {1, 2,"'", N} that correspond to rounds in 
g. For s e g, we define Cg(s) as the frequency with which s 
has been used as a round in g. Hence, a game g is 
characterized by the pair (8^,0^). The next proposition 
appears in Hedayat, Lin, and Stufken (1989); 
Proposition 4.1; For a given N, n, k^,***, k^, a 
corresponding game exists if and only if 
(i) n a N. 
N 
(ii) Y. k^ s 0 (mod n). 
i=l 
N 
(iii) E k. a n max k.. 
i=i ^ 
1 
We assume that 0 < z. < - , z. is rational and n < N. 
^ n 1 
Then any TIPS sampling design of fixed size n can be 
constructed by playing a game as just described. We let q be 
the smallest integer, such that qnz^ is an integer for all i 
and let h be a positive integer. Now we label N boxes and 
assign k^ = hqnz^ objects to the i-th box. It can be shown 
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that if h is large enough, then 5(N,n;k^,''',k^) contains at 
least one game. If g = (S ,C ) is a game in 
9 9 
&(N,n;k^, • • • ,kjj), we can define a sampling design d = 
(Sd^Pd) as 
Pd(s) = Cg(s)/q for s e S^. 
It can now be shown that d is a HPS sampling design with 
parameters N, n, z^, " ',z^. A game can also be viewed as a 
N 
BPB(N, ( E k^/n),n,kj design where k = (k^^, • • • ,kj^) '. The 
i=l 
following result given in Hedayat, Lin, and Stufken (1989) , 
is used to write Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2. 
Proposition 4.1: Let &(N,n;k^, • • • ,kjj) be a nonempty 
collection of games. If s e S for a game g e y 
^(N,n;k^, • • • ,kj^) , then 
N 
(4.5) C„(s) a min ( min k., J] max k. ). 
^ ies ^ i=i n i(*s ^ 
Moreover, there exists a game for which this upper bound is 
achieved. 
4.3 Algorithms for Generating TIPS Sampling Designs 
We use two algorithms to search for HPS sampling 
designs. We let (N,n;z^, • • •,Zj^) be the parameters used in 
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this search, where z^'s satisfy the assumptions given in the 
previous section. Besides the positive second-order 
inclusion probabilities, the algorithms can handle 
additional restrictions. This capacity is illustrated in the 
input step. Appendix D contains all parts in detail. Here we 
simply present the basic ideas. By a run, we mean a 1 x N 
row vector whose i-th entry is zero or one corresponding to 
the presence or absence of the i-th unit in a sample. 
Algorithm 4.1 
Format of input A typical input set consists of 
four parts. The first part includes seven values, say n^, 
*••, n^, that comprise the basic information needed to begin 
this algorithm, these are the number of units, n^; the 
sample size, n^; the number of desired upper or lower bounds 
for the second-order inclusion probabilities, n^; the number 
of undesired samples, n^; an indicator whether to use 
as the upper bound for n.., n^; an indicator whether to use 1J D 
measures z^, •••, z^ or k^, •••, k^, n^; and the biggest 
value of h used to search for HPS designs, n^. 
The second part of the input set consists of measures 
z^, •••, z^ or of k^, •••, kjj. The third, if n^ > 0, 
consists of restrictions of n^j's, if any. The last, if n^ > 
0, contains all undesired samples. 
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Step 1 We start with the runs consisting of 
exactly n ones. We delete undesirable runs from these runs 
and store the resulting runs into D^. 
Step 2 If we use the set of parameters • • ,, 
then q is the smallest integer such that all qnz^ are 
integers, and h = 1. If k^'s have been assigned and the 
greatest common divisor of is denoted by f, then q 
is the least common multiple of (k^/f),•••, (k^/f), and h = 
f. Define = k^/(hqn). We proceed to Step 2.1. 
Step 2.1 We compute k^ = hqnz^ for all i and 
proceed to Step 3. 
Step 3 We now compute upper and lower bounds for 
all n^j's as specified in the input information. The upper 
bound for each second-order inclusion probability is 
dependent on the input value of n^ and n^. We next, assign 
the desired upper and lower bounds for the frequencies of 
each pair of units to appear in a desired HPS designs to an 
N X N matrix . The upper (lower) triangular entries of 
consist of upper (lower) bounds for the frequencies of 
each pair of units to appear in a desired HPS designs. The 
i-th diagonal entry of is k^, for i = 1, •••, N and all 
lower triangular entries of are ones. If n^ = 1, then 
we proceed to Step 3.1; otherwise proceed to Step 3.2, 
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Step 3.1 We use as the upper bound for 
N kg N kg 
TT. for all i * 3 and compute Y. n.n.. If Y Tc.n. < 
^ e=l " ^ ^ e=l " ^ ^  
1 for some i < j, we then assign the value h + 1 to the 
updated h and return to the beginning of Step 2.1; 
otherwise, we choose p|j^ to be the integer such that 
N kg N kg 
( E ^ Pin^ ( Z )n.n. + 1. 
e=l " ^ e=l " ^ 
If n^ > 0, then we go to Step 3.3; otherwise we go to Step 
4. 
Step 3.2 For each i > j, we compute the 
maximum possible frequencies for pair (i,j) appearing in a 
desired HPS designs in equation (4.5) and store it to the 
ij-th entry of If n^ > 0, then we go to Step 3.3; 
otherwise we go to Step 4. 
Zj^j del 
N k 
Step 3.3 Let note the desired bound for 
e 
XT... For each i > j, we compute ( g )z.. and let p.. be 
^ e=l " ^ ^ 
the integer such that 
N kg N kg 
e=i " e=l " 
We will assign p.. to if p.. < We next compute 
X j  Xj J.J Xj 
N kg 
( E )z.• for i < j and let p.. be the integer such that 
e=l " ^ ^ 
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N kg N kg 
( Z ^ ^ Pi-i ^ ( E ^ ^ ^ ' 
e=l " ^ ^ e=l " 
We will assign p.. to pf^*, if p.. > pjP and then proceed 
^ J ^ J ^ J 
to step 4. 
Step 4 For each sample s in D^, we compute the 
u p per bound in equation (4.5). Also, if i > j es, then s 
can occur at most P^j^ times in a HPS sampling design as 
desired. These considerations provide us with the maximum 
possible frequency with which s can appear; these maxima are 
stored in an additional column in the matrix D^. 
Step 5 We create an output set containing the 
values of h, k^, •••, k^, and the matrices and and 
stop the algorithm. 
The next example illustrates the algorithm just 
described. 
Example 4.1; Suppose that we want to search for a HPS 
sampling design with N = 5, n = 2, = Zg = 0.15, z^ = z^ = 
0.2, Zg = 0.3, all second-order inclusion probabilities 
positive, TT^g s o.05, and as the upper bound for other 
n^j's and h = 2. 
The input set is given in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 The input set 
obtained from Example 4.1 
"i 5 2  1 0  1 1 2  
^i 15 15 2 2 3 
100 100 10 10 10 
1 
"ij 5 
5 
100 
We use this information to run Algorithm 4.1, and Step 
1 produces the matrix D^: 
°1 ~ 
1 1 0  0  0  
10 10 0 
10 0 10 
1 0 0 0 1 
0  1 1 0  0  
0 10 10 
0  1 0  0  1  
0  0  1 1 0  
0  0  1 0  1  
0 0 0 1 1 
Steps 2 and 2.1 assign values 10 to q, 3 to both and 
kg, 4 to both k^ and k^, 6 to kg, and 1 to h. Step 3 
attempts to compute upper bounds for all second-order 
inclusion probabilities. This step, however, ends with 
computation of the value of pjg*, because 
Pl2'^ ( 2 4' 
i=l 
Orr^TTg = 10(2 x 0.15) (2 x 0.15) = 0.9 < 1. 
We now add one to the value of h and return to Step 2.1. 
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We now compute in Step 2.1 the updated values of kfs, 
which are 6, 6, 8, 8, and 12, and proceed to Step 3. Because 
pjg^a 20(2 X 0.15)(2 x 0.3) = 3.6, the desired upper bound 
for p(g) is equal to 20 x 0.05 = 1. Thus, 
IP (1)_ 
6  1 2  2  1  
1 6 2 2 3 
1 1 8  3  4  
1 1 1 8  4  
1 1 1 1 12 
To compute the maximum possible frequency of a run, for 
example the first run of D^, say v^, we must compute both 
the value in the right-hand side of equation (4.5) for the 
sample s corresponding to v^, which is equal to min(6, 20 -
12) = 6, and the minimum of the upper triangular off-
diagonal elements of corresponding to all pairs (i,j), 
i < j, such that i,j e s. It is the minimum of these two 
numbers that is stored in the additional column of D^. After 
similar computations for the other runs, the output matrix 
can be given by 
°i = 
1 1 0 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 0 2 
1 0 0 1 0 2 
1 0 0 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 2 
0 1 0 1 0 2 
0 1 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 1 0 3 
0 0 1 0 1 4 
0 0 0 1 1 4 
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We will return to this example after Algorithm 4.2. 
Table 4.2 provides various size measures and CPU times 
(in seconds) for generating an output set for N = 4 and 5 
and for n = 2 and 3 on the HDS/9180 computer system. It 
seems that CPU time depends somewhat on the changes in the 
values of parameters N, n, and z's. 
Table 4.2 CPU times (in seconds) for Algorithm 4.1 
(N,n;z^, • • • ,2jj) CPU times 
(4 ,2;0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25) 4.16 
(4 ,2;0.30,0.30,0.30,0.10) 4.22 
(4 ,3;0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25) 4.37 
(4 ,3;0.30,0.30,0.30,0.10) 4.50 
(5,2 0.20,0.20,0.20,0.20,0.20) 4.30 
(5,2 0.15,0.15,0.20,0.20,0.30) 4.39 
(5,2 0.05,0.05,0.30,0.30,0.30) 4.40 
(5,3 0.20,0.20,0.20,0.20,0.20) 4.46 
(5,3 0.15,0.15,0.20,0.20,0.30) 4.62 
(5,2 0.15,0.15,0.20,0.20,0.30) 4.40 
Algorithm 4.2 
We use the value of h and the output matrices and 
from Algorithm 4.1 as input for this algorithm. 
Step 1 We create a null matrix D, which will be 
used in subsequent steps to store selected runs, and a 
matrix D which is identical to D^. 
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Step 2 The first run in D, say v^, is considered 
for inclusion in an alternative design. To that end, we 
perform these procedures: 
(i) computation of the maximum possible frequency, 
say I, for the first run in by the method described in 
Step 4 of Algorithm 4.1. If £ = 0, then we delete the first 
run from D and return to the beginning of this step; 
(ii) computation of an updated P-matrix 
p(l) = p(l)_ i v^v^; 
and 
(iii) addition of with frequency £ to D and 
computation of updated versions of D and by using [GET 
D]. If the new matrix D is null, we go to Step 3; otherwise, 
we return to the beginning of Step 2 and repeat the same 
steps as described, but now with the updated versions of D 
and . 
Step 3 If all diagonal entries of are zeros, 
then we proceed to Step 3.1; otherwise, we proceed to Step 
3.2. 
Step 3.1 If all the entries of the lower 
triangular part of p(^) are smaller than one, then we print 
D, which is then a TIPS design as desired, and stop the 
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algorithm. Otherwise we proceed to Step 3.2. 
Step 3.2 We delete the last run, say vf, from 
D to compute the updated P-matrix as follows: 
|p(l) = |p(l) + v.v( . 
—1—1 
If vî is the last run of then we return to the beginning 
of step 3.2. Otherwise, we store subsequent runs of in 
to D and run [GET D] on the updated matrices D and If 
the resulting matrix D is null but D is not, then we return 
to the beginning of this step. Otherwise, we go to Step 3.3. 
Step 3.3 If both D and D contain zero runs, 
then we proceed to Step 4. Otherwise, we return to Step 2. 
Step 4 If the value of h is equal to the 
maximum number of searching steps, n^, then we stop the 
algorithm ; otherwise, we assign the value h + 1 to h and 
compute the updated values of k^s and of the updated matrix 
as described in Steps 2.1 and 3 of Algorithm 4.1. We 
now return to Step 1 and repeat the steps as described, but 
with the updated versions of kfs, h, D, and 
The complete algorithm will be given in Appendix E. The 
next example shows how Algorithm 4.2 works. 
Example 4.2 (Continued from Example 4.1): 
Step 2 of Algorithm 4.2 will produce the updated 
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matrices 
D =  [ 1 1 0 0 0 1 ]  ,  
5 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
5 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
8 
1 
1 
2 1 
2 3 
3 4 
8 4 
1 12 
and 
D = 
1 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 1 
0 1 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 1 1 
We then return to the beginning of Step 2. The procedures 
are like this for the first four runs of D. For the fifth 
run, however, we obtain the updated matrices 
D = 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
P (1)_ 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 0 
0 3 
-1 -1 
•1 1 
0 1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
1 
1 
0 1 
0 2 
0 2 
1 1 
0 2 
0 
3 
4 
4 
1 11 
0 
2 
3 
6 
and 
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D = 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 2 
1 1 
0 3 
1 4 
1 4 
When we use these matrices to proceed to Step 2, the maximum 
possible frequency for the first run of the updated matrix D 
is equal to min(2, 12 - 11) = 1. Hence, £ = 1. If we repeat 
the other parts of Step 2, and continue like this, we will 
at some stage obtain the updated matrices 
D = 
P 
(1)_ 
1 1 0 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 0 2 
1 0 0 1 0 2 
1 0 0 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 2 
0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 2 
0 0 1 0 1 4 
0 0 0 1 1 4 
-
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 
•1 -1 0 3 0 
•1 0 1 1 0 
0 —1 -3 -3 1 
~ /1 \ 
and D, a null matrix. Because P44 > 0, we proceed to Step 
3.1 and from there to Step 3.2. Table 4.3 exhibits the HPS 
sampling design with desired properties obtained by these 
steps. 
Table 4.4 provides CPU times (seconds) for generating 
HPS sampling designs for N = 4 and 5 and for n = 3 and 4. 
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Table 4.3 a TIPS sampling design 
obtained from Algorithm 4.2 
Sample Frequency 01
 
{1,2} 1 .05 
{1,3} 2 .10 
{1,4} 2 .10 
{1,5} 1 .05 
{2,3} 1 .05 
{2,4} 1 .05 
{2,5} 3 .15 
{3,4} 1 .05 
{3,5} 4 .20 
{4,5} 4 .20 
It appears that CPU time depends on N, n, zfs and on 
distribution of the size measures. The question arises from 
Table 4.4 as to whether there is a TIPS sampling design with 
these parameters (5, 3; 0.05, 0.05, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3). The 
answer is, in fact, yes. We let denote the P-matrix 
found in Step 3 of Algorithm 4.1 and let denote the 
P-matrix consisting of the actual frequencies. The resulting 
design is given in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.4 CPU times (in seconds) for Algorithm 4.2, 
satisfying 0 < TT^j < for all i and j 
(N,n;z^,•••,z^) (k^,---,k^) CPU times 
( 4 ,  2 ;  0 . 2 5 ,  0 . 2 5 ,  0 . 2 5 ,  0 .  2 5 )  
( 4 ,  4 ,  4 ,  4 )  3 . 0 9  
( 4 ,  2 ;  0 . 3 0 ,  o
 
w
 
o
 
o
 
U) o
 
o
 
1 0 )  
( 9 ,  9 ,  9 ,  3 )  5 . 1 1  
( 3 ,  9 ,  9 ,  9 )  3 . 5 4 *  
( 4 ,  3 ;  0 . 2 5 ,  0 . 2 5 ,  0 . 2 5 ,  0 .  2 5 )  
( 6 ,  6 ,  6 ,  6 )  3 . 0 9  
( 4 ,  3 ;  0 . 3 0 ,  o
 
w
 
o
 
o
 
w
 
o
 
o
 
1 0 )  
( 9 ,  9 ,  9 ,  3 )  6 . 2 1  
( 4 ,  3 ;  0 . 1 0 ,  o
 
w
 
o
 
o
 
w
 
o
 
o
 
3 0 )  
( 3 ,  9 ,  9 ,  9 )  3 . 0 9  
( 5 ,  2 ;  o 
o
 
CM o
 2 0 ,  0 . 2 0 ,  0 . 2 0 ,  0 . 2 0 )  CO CO 00 00 CO 6 . 3 5  
( 5 ,  2 ;  0 . 1 5 ,  0 .  H U1 O to o
 
o
 
to
 
o
 
0 . 3 0 )  
( 6  , 6  ,  8 ,  8 ,  1 2 )  6 . 2 8  
( 1 2 ,  1 2  ,  1 6 ,  1 6 ,  2 4 )  5 4 . 7 3  
( 5 ,  2 ;  0 . 0 5 ,  0 .  0 5 ,  0 . 3 0 ,  0 . 3 0 ,  0 . 3 0 )  
( 1 0 ,  1 0  ,  6 0 ,  6 0 ,  6 0 )  4 . 2 9  
( 5 ,  3 ;  0 . 2 0 ,  0 .  to
 
o
 
o
 
to
 
o
 
o
 
to
 
o
 
0 . 2 0 )  
( 6 ,  6 ,  6 ,  6 ,  6 )  8 . 2 3  
( 5 ,  3 ;  0 . 1 5 ,  0 .  2 5 ,  0 . 2 0 ,  0 . 2 0 ,  0 . 2 0 )  
( 9 ,  1 5 ,  1 2 ,  1 2 ,  1 2 )  1 9 1 . 1 1  
( 9 ,  1 2 ,  1 2 ,  1 2 ,  1 5 )  2 9 8 . 7 0 *  
( 1 5 ,  1 2  /  1 2 ,  1 2 ,  9 )  3 0 4 . 2 3 *  
( 5 ,  3 ;  0 . 1 5 ,  0 .  1 5 ,  0 . 3 0 ,  0 . 2 0 ,  0 . 2 0 )  
( 9 /  9 ,  1 8 ,  1 2 ,  1 2 )  1 2 1 . 5 8  
( 9 ,  9 ,  1 2 ,  1 2 ,  1 8 )  + 6 0 0 . 0 0 *  
( 5 ,  3 ;  0 . 0 5 ,  0 .  0 5 ,  0 . 3 0 ,  0 . 3 0 ,  0 . 3 0 )  
( 9 ,  9 ,  5 4 ,  5 4 ,  5 4 )  + 3 , 6 0 0 . 0 0  
*permutation applied to units 
+no results obtained within that period 
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21 3 18 18 18 
1 21 18 18 18 
1 1 126 113 113 
1 1 1 126 113 
1 1 1 1 126 
and 
21 3 13 13 13 
3 21 13 13 13 
13 13 126 113 113 
13 13 113 126 113 
13 13 113 113 126 
Table 4.5 a TIPS sampling design 
with these parameters 
(5,3/0.05,0.05, o
 
u
 
o
 
w
 
o
 
w
 
Sample Frequency 
{1, 2, 3} 1 
{1/ 2, 4} 1 
{1/ 2, 5} 1 
{If 3, 4} 6 
{1, 3, 5} 6 
{If 4, 5} 6 
{2, 3, 4} 6 
{2, 3, 5} 6 
{2, 4, 5} 6 
{3, 4, 5} 101 
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APPENDIX A; ALGORITHM 2.1 
//PR0G2.1 JOB 
//SI EXEC SCRUNC 
//SYSIN DD * 
S1SKJW.FIRST.ORDER.MATRIX.P1 
S1SKJW.FIRST.ORDER.MATRIX.D1 
S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.MATRIX.RST 
//S3 EXEC SAS,TIME=5 
//OLD DD 
DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.FINDOl.DAT,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//NEWP DD DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.MATRIX.PI,UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE), 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=8 0,BLKSIZE=64 0 0) 
//NEWRUN DD DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.MATRIX.D1,UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEWfCATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE), 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=8 0,BLKSIZE=64 00) 
//NEWRST DD DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.MATRIX.RST,UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE), 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6400) 
//SYSIN DD * 
} 
************************************************ 
* * 
* Define MACRO variables NNOO & NNOl * 
* * 
************************************************ 
%GLOBAL NNOO NNOl; 
7 
************************************************ 
* * 
* Input the following design information * 
* * 
* * 
* NNN = the number of factors * 
* * 
* NRUN = the number of runs * 
* * 
* RESTRICT = the number of restrictions * 
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* * 
* NTIME = the number of designs you want * 
* * 
* * 
************************************************ 
DATA RELATION; 
INFILE OLD OBS=l; 
INPUT NNN NRUN RESTRICT NTIME; 
NNN1=NNN+1; 
/ 
***** Create MACRO variables NNOO NNOl ****** 
CALL SYMPUT('NNOO',NNN); 
CALL SYMPUT('NNOl',NNNl); 
PROC PRINT DATA=RELATION; ; 
7 
********************************** 
* * 
* Read the DESIGN POINTS * 
* * 
* into the DATA set DATAIN * 
* * 
********************************** 
%MACRO READIN(A); 
DATA DATAIN; 
INFILE OLD FIRST0BS=2; 
INPUT (vi-v&A)(1.); 
%MEND; 
%READIN(&NNOO); 
PROC PRINT DATA=DATAIN; 
7 
PROC IML; 
******************************************** 
* * 
* The SUBROUTINE "GENERATE" is used * 
* * 
* to get those FACTORIAL runs without * 
* * 
* containing those runs with less than * 
* * 
* three Factors at their high levels. * 
* * 
******************************************** 
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START GENERATE; 
USE RELATION; 
READ ALL INTO X; 
NF=X[1,1]; 
RESTRICT=X[1,3]; 
NF1=NF+1; 
NN=2**NF; 
NX=NN-(NF-1)*NF/2-NF-l; 
L=J(NX,NF1,0); 
L1=J(1,NF1,0); 
C0=0; 
Î 
*************************** 
* Generate all 2**NF runs * 
*************************** 
DO I = 1 TO NN; 
10=1; 
COUNT=0; 
DO J = 1 TO NF; 
JJ=J+1; 
X1=MOD(IO,2); 
C0UNT=C0UNT+X1; 
I0=INT(I0/2) ; 
L1[1,JJ]=X1; 
Ll[l,l]=COUNT; 
END; 
IF COUNTO 
THEN GOTO NEXT; 
ELSE DO;CO=CO+1; 
L1[1,1]=NF-C0UNT; 
L[CO,]=L1; 
END; 
NEXT; END; 
************************************************ 
* * 
* The following steps is used to generate * 
* * 
* those FACTORIAL runs which can be used * 
* * 
* to generate the designs satisfying the * 
* * 
* given restrictions, if any. * 
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* * 
************************************************ 
USE DATAIN; 
READ ALL INTO DO; 
NR=NROW(DO); 
RST=J(1,NF,0); 
IF RESTRICT > 0 
THEN DO; BEGIN=NR-RESTRICT+1; 
FREE RST; 
RST=DO[BEGIN;NR,]; 
BEGIN01=BEGIN-1; 
D0=D0[l:BEGIN01,]; 
FREE X; 
DO I = 1 TO RESTRICT; 
TESTD1=L[,2:NF1]; 
VRST=LOC(RST[I,] < 2); 
TESTD=TESTD1[,VRST]; 
NVRST=NCOL(VRST); 
MRST=RST[I,VRST]; 
SUMD0=2#(RST[I,VRST][,+]); 
X = 
( (MRST#TESTD [ , VRST ] ) +TESTD [ , VRST ] ) * J (NVRST ,1,1); 
INDEXD= LOC(X ~= SUMDO); 
FREE LLO; 
LLO= L[INDEXD,]; 
FREE L; 
L—LLO; 
END; 
END; 
CREATE DATARUN FROM L; 
APPEND FROM L; 
CREATE DATARST FROM RST; 
APPEND FROM RST; 
FREE / NF NFl RESTRICT DO RST; 
FINISH; 
************************************************ 
* The MODULE MAIN is used to generate all * 
* the P-matrices that can be used to search * 
* for designs that are 1-equivalent designs * 
* 
* * 
* * 
* 
* to a specified design. 
* 
* 
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* * 
************************************************ 
START MAIN; 
RUN GENERATE; 
/ 
PO=DO**DO; 
NR=NROW(DO); 
7 
7 
************************************************ 
* * 
* The following DO Loop is used to find all * 
* * 
* the entries satifying the relation that * 
* * 
* P(i,i)#P(j,j)#2/NR in a given P-matrix. * 
* * 
************************************************ 
7 
VDP=VECDIAG(PO); 
NF01=NF-l; 
P1=J(NF,NF,0); 
DO II = 1 TO NFOl; 
11=11+1; 
DO 12 = II TO NF; 
A=2#P0[I1,I1]#P0[I2,I2]; 
A=MOD(A,NR); 
IF A = 0 
THEN DO; P1[I1,I2]=1; 
PI[12,II]=1; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
PRINT PI; 
INDEX=1; 
HALFRUN=NR/2; 
FREE SI S2 P3; 
P2=P1; 
7 
7 
********************************************************** 
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* * 
* Pl(i,j) = 1, if 2*P(i,i)*P(j,j)/NR is an integer * 
* * 
* Pl(i,i) = 0, if 2*P(i,i)*P(j,j)/NR is not an integer * 
* * 
* SI = { i: 1 <= i <= NF, P(i,i) = NR/2 } * 
* * 
* P2 is the submatrix of PI. The ith column of PI is * 
* * 
* in P2 if P(i,i) does not equal to NR/2. * 
* * 
* C2 = the # of rows of PI s.t. P(i,i) = NR/2, * 
* * 
* C3 = the # of rows of PI s.t. P(i,i) ~= NR/2. * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
Î 
V1=VDP; 
V3=L0C(V1 ~= HALFRUN); 
C3=NCOL(V3); 
V2=L0C(V1=HALFRUN); 
C2=NC0L(V2); 
IF C3 > 0 
THEN IF C2 = 0 
THEN DO; P2=P2; 
GOTO NEXTl; 
END; 
ELSE DO; S1=S1//P1[V2,]; 
P2=P2[V3,]; 
END; 
ELSE GOTO CONCLUDE; 
7 
PRINT ,,Sl; 
NEXTl: FREE VI V2 V3 C2 C3; 
Î 
/ 
********************************************************* 
* * 
* STEPl is used to compute the size of the matrix P2. * 
* * 
* STEP2 is used to merge the 1st set of P2 with other * 
* * 
* sets of P2 if they have common elements. * 
* * 
* * 
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* * 
* The goal of this part is to find a collection of * 
* * 
* disjoint subsets of P2 carrying the following Prop: * 
* * 
* 1) They can cover P2. * 
* * 
* 2) Both i and j are contained in a set * 
* * 
* iff P(i,i)*P(j,j)*2/NR is not an integer. * 
* * 
* 3) Elements i and j belong to different sets * 
* * 
* iff P(i,i)*P(j,j)*2/NR is an integer. * 
* * 
********************************************************* 
STEPl; NP2=NROW(P2); 
IF NP2=1 
THEN DO; S2=S2//P2; 
GOTO CONCLUDE; 
END; 
ADD=P2[1,]; 
P2=P2[2:NP2,]; 
NP2=NP2-l; 
STEP2; 
DO I = 1 TO NP2; 
V1=ADD+P2[I,]; 
V2=LOC(V1=0); 
C2=NCOL(V2); 
IF C2 > 0 
THEN DO; V3=LOC(P2[I,]=0); 
C3=NCOL(V3); 
DO II = 1 TO C3; 
C4=V3[1,I1]; 
ADD[1,C4]=0; 
END; 
FREE V3 C3 C4; 
END; 
ELSE P3=P3//P2[I,]; 
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END; 
NP3=NROW(P3); 
IF NP2=NP3 
THEN DO; S2=S2//ADD; 
P2=P3; 
FREE P3; 
GOTO STEPl; 
END; 
ELSE IF NP3 = 0 
THEN DO; S2=S2//ADD; 
GOTO CONCLUDE; 
END; 
ELSE DO; P2=P3; 
NP2=NP3; 
FREE P3 NP3; 
GOTO STEP2; 
END; 
CONCLUDE: P=PO; 
NS2=NROW(S2); 
IF NS2 > 0 
THEN DO; PRINT,, S2; END; 
********************************************************* 
* * 
* The following IF-THEN-ELSE statement is used to * 
* * 
* find all P-matrices used to generate designs that * 
* * 
* are 1-equivalent to a given design. * 
* * 
********************************************************* 
NS1=NR0W(S1); 
NS2=NR0W(S2); 
NS201=NS2+1; 
INDEX=2**NS2-2; 
IF INDEX < 3 
THEN DO; INDEX=1; 
GOTO ENDMAIN; 
END; 
ELSE DO; Cl=MOD(NS2,2); 
Ill 
C2=INT(NS2/2); 
LL=J(INDEX,NS2,0); 
DO I = 1 TO INDEX; 
10=1; 
DO J = 1 TO NS2; 
X1=MOD(IO,2); 
I0=INT(I0/2); 
LL[I,J]=X1; 
END; 
END; 
LL=LL||LL[,+]; 
VL=LL[,NS201] ; 
C3=C2+l; 
V1=L0C(VL<C3); 
LL=LL[V1,]; 
IF CI = 0 
THEN DO; V1=LOC(LL[,NS201]<C2); 
V2=LOC(LL[,NS201]=C2); 
ML1=LL[V1,]; 
ML2=LL[V2,]; 
NML2=NR0W(ML2)/2 ; 
FREE LL V2; 
LL=ML1//ML2[1:NML2,]; 
END; 
********************************************************* 
* * 
* For each row of LL, we will break the original P * 
* * 
* matrix into two parts. First part consists of the * 
* * 
* i's with S2[Vl,i] =1. Second part consists of the * 
* * 
* i's such that S2[vl,j] =0. * 
* * 
********************************************************* 
LL=LL[,l:NS2]; 
NLL=NR0W(LL); 
DO II = 1 TO NLL; 
V1=LOC(LL[I1,]>0); 
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FREE MP; 
MP=PO; 
MV=S2[V1,][#,]; 
V1=LOC(MV>0); 
V2=LOC(MV=0); 
NV2=NCOL(V2); 
NV1=NC0L(V1); 
DO 12 = 1 TO NV2; 
J2=V2[1,I2]; 
DO 13 = 1 TO NV2; 
J3=V2[1,I3]; 
MP[J2,J3]=NR-PO[J2,J2]-P0[J3,J3]+P0[J2,J3]; 
MP[J3,J2]=MP[J2,J3]; 
END; 
DO 14 = 1 TO NVl; 
J4=V1[1,I4]; 
MP[J2,J4]=P0[J2,J4]+P0[J4,J4]#(NR-2 #P0[J2,J2] 
) /NR; 
MP[J4,J2]=MP tJ2,J4]; 
IF MP[J2,J4] > P0[J4,J4] 
THEN GOTO NEXTONE; 
ELSE IF MP[J2,J4] > MP[J2,J2] 
THEN DO; GOTO NEXTONE; END; 
END; 
NEXTONE: END; 
P=P//MP; 
END; 
END; 
? 
ENDMAIN: NHALF=NROW(P)/NF; 
********************************************************* 
* * 
* The following steps are used to find the dual P * 
* * 
* matrices based on the first 2**NS2 P-matrices. * 
* * 
********************************************************* 
IF NHALF = 1 
THEN DO; NALL = 1; 
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GOTO ENDP; 
END; 
DO II = 1 TO NHALF; 
FIRSTP=(I1-1)#NF+1; 
LASTP=I1#NF; 
MP1=P[FIRSTP:LASTP,]; 
MP2=MP1; 
DO 12 = 1 TO NF; 
DO 13 = 12 TO NF; 
MP2[12,13]=NR-MP1[12,12]-MPI[13,13]+MP1[12,13]; 
MP2[I3,I2]=MP2[I2,I3]; 
END; 
END; 
P=P//MP2; 
FREE MPI MP2; 
END; 
NALL=2#NHALF; 
ENDP: 
CREATE DATAP FROM P; 
APPEND FROM P; 
DO I = 1 TO NALL; 
BEGIN=(I-l)#NF+l; 
LAST=I#NF; 
PP=P[BEGIN:LAST,]; 
INDEX=I; 
PRINT,,INDEX,PP; 
FREE PP; 
END; 
FINISH; 
RUN MAIN; 
Î 
PROC SORT DATA=DATARUN OUT=DATARUN(DR0P=C0L1); 
BY COLl; 
%MACRO WRITE(A,B,C); 
DATA DATA&A;SET DATA&A; 
FILE NEW&A; 
PUT (COL&B-COL&C)(4.); 
%MEND; 
%WRITE(RUN,2,&NN01); 
%WRITE(P,1,&NN00); 
%WRITE(RST,1,&NN00); 
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APPENDIX B: ALGORITHM 2.2 
//PROG2.2 JOB 
//S3 EXEC SAS,TIME=10 
//OLDIN DD 
DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.FINDOl.DAT,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//OLDPl DD 
DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.MATRIX.PI,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//OLDRST DD 
DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.MATRIX.RST,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//OLDRUN DD 
DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.MATRIX.D1,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//SYSIN DD * 
9 
****** Define a MACRO variable name NNOO ***** 
I 
%GLOBAL NNOO; 
! 
************************************** 
* Input the " NUMBER " of FACTORS * 
* been used to create the design. * 
************************************** 
f 
DATA DATAIN; 
INFILE OLDIN 0BS=1; 
INPUT NNN NOBS RESTRICT NTIME; 
NNNl=NNN+NNN+3; 
/ 
*************************************************** 
* * 
* Create MACRO variables NNOO & NNOl * 
* * 
*************************************************** 
CALL SYMPUT('NNOO',NNN); 
CALL SYMPUT('NNO1',NNNl); 
PROC PRINT DATA=DATAIN; 
%MACRO READIN(A,B); 
DATA DATA&A; 
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INFILE OLD&A; 
INPUT (Vl-V&B)(4.); 
%MEND; 
%READIN(P1,&NN00); 
%READIN(RUN,&NN01); 
%READIN(RST,&NNOO); 
PROC IML; 
/ 
************************************************* 
* * 
* The MODULE, — GETIJ — , is used to find * 
* * 
* the cells satisfying P[I,J] = P[I,I]. * 
* * 
************************************************* 
START GETIJ; 
V5=MP[I1,]-(MP[I1,I1]*J(1,NF,1)); 
V6=LOC(V5=0); 
N51=NCOL(V6); 
IF N51>1 
THEN DO; V52=MD[,V6][,+],• 
V53=L0C(V52=N51); 
N53=NCOL(V53); 
V541=MD[,I1]; 
V54=LOC(V541=0); 
N54=NC0L(V54); 
IF N53=0 
THEN IF N54=0 
THEN FREE MD; 
ELSE MD=MD[V54,]; 
ELSE IF N54=0 
THEN MD=MD[V53,]; 
ELSE DO; V55=UNION(V54,V53); 
MD=MD[V55,]; 
END; 
END; 
ELSE GOTO ENDIJ; 
ENDIJ; FINISH; 
****************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, — GETD — , is used to find * 
* * 
* the cells satisfying the conditions (1) & (2) : * 
* * 
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* (1) P[I,J] =0 & (2) P[I,J] = P[I,I]. * 
* * 
* And then find the new D-MATRIX based on (1) & (2). * 
* * 
****************************************************** 
START GETD; 
ND=NROW(MD); 
DO II = 1 TO NF; 
V3=L0C(MP[I1,3=0); 
Nl=NCOL(V3); 
IF N1>0 
THEN DO; V4=MD[,I1]; 
V41=REPEAT(V4,1,N1); 
V42=MD[,V3]; 
V43=V41#V42; 
V44=V43[,+]; 
V45=LOC(V44=0); 
NMD=NCOL(V45); 
IF NMD=0 
THEN DO; FREE MD; 
GOTO ENDGETD; 
END; 
ELSE DO; MD=MD[V45,]; 
RUN GETIJ; 
NMD=NROW(MD); 
IF NMD=0 THEN GOTO ENDGETD; 
END; 
END; 
ELSE DO; RUN GETIJ; 
NMD=NROW(MD); 
IF NMD=0 THEN GOTO ENDGETD; 
END; 
END; 
ENDGETD: FREE VI V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 W ND V51 V52 V53 V54 
V55 
V541 V41 V42 V43 V44 V45 NMD; 
FINISH; 
************************************************* 
* * 
* The MODULE, — ORDERl — , is used to * 
* * 
* reorder the matrix — D1 — . * 
* * 
************************************************* 
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START ORDERl; 
ND1=NR0W(D1) / 
TT=J(1,ND1,1); 
TTT=LOC(TT>0); 
TTTT=TTT ^; 
Dl[,INDl;IND3]=REPEAT(TTTT,1,2); 
D2=D1;D3=D1; 
ND2=ND1;ND3=ND1; 
FREE TT TTT TTTT; 
FINISH; 
/ 
************************************************* 
* * 
* The MODULE, — ORDERS — , is used to * 
* * 
* reorder the matrix — D3 — . * 
* * 
************************************************* 
f 
START ORDERS; 
ND3=NROW(D3); 
TT=J(1,ND3,1); 
TTT=LOC(TT>0) ; 
TTTT=TTT*; 
D3[,IND3]=TTTT; 
FREE TT TTT TTTT; 
FINISH; 
9 
r 
****************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, — PRINTOUT — , is used to print * 
* * 
* the alternative designs -— D & the dual of D —. * 
* * 
****************************************************** 
/ 
/ 
START PRINTOUT; 
ND=NROW(D); 
IF ND > NR 
THEN DO; WRONG=D; 
PRINT,, WRONG; 
GOTO ENDPRINT; 
END; 
IF TESTDUAL = 0 
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THEN DO; PRINT0UT=PRINT0UT+1; 
PRINT,,PRINTOUT INDEX, D; 
GOTO ENDPRINT; 
END; 
7 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* If RESTRICT =0 (le. No restricitons ) * 
* * 
* then print both D and Dual D. * 
* * 
* * 
* If RESTRICT >0 (ie. Have restricitons ) * 
* * 
* then print D only. * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
7 
IF RESTRICT = 0 
THEN DO; PRINT0UT=PRINT0UT+1; 
PRINT,,PRINTOUT INDEX, D; 
PRINT0UT=PRINT0UT+1; 
DUAL=J(NR,NF1)-D; 
PRINT,,PRINTOUT INDEX,DUAL; 
GOTO ENDPRINT; 
END; 
ELSE DO; PRINTOUT=PRINTOUT+l; 
PRINT,,PRINTOUT INDEX, D; 
GOTO ENDPRINT; 
END; 
ENDPRINT; FREE D; 
FINISH; 
f 
Î 
****************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE — FINAL — is used to find the runs * 
* * 
* from the P matrix containing at most two letters. * 
* * 
* (V3[+,])/2 = the number of runs needed for this * 
* P-matrix. * 
* ( containing at most two letters ) * 
* * 
* V2[+,]= the number of runs containing only one * 
* letter. * 
* * 
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* DIFF = the number of runs left to be filled * 
* with the runs containing no more than * 
* two letters. * 
* * 
* ZEROS = the number of runs left to be filled * 
* with the runs containing no letters. * 
* * 
* The DO Loop (DO II = 1 TO NF02 ) is used * 
* to find the runs containing only two letters. * 
* * 
* The DO Loop (DO 13 = 1 TO N5 ) is used to * 
* find the runs containing only one letters. * 
* * 
****************************************************** 
START FINAL; 
V1=VECDIAG(MP); 
V2=2#V1-(MP[,+]); 
DO IFO = 1 TO NF; 
MP[IFO,IFO] = V2[IF0,1]; 
END; 
V3=V2+V1; 
NV3=(V3[+,])/2; 
IF ANY(V2<0) 
THEN GOTO ENDFINAL; 
ELSE DO; DIFF=NR-COUNT; 
NF01=NF-1; 
ZER0S=DIFF-NV3; 
****************************************************** 
* * 
* The following IF-THEN-ELSE statements * 
* * 
* are used to take out off all undesired runs * 
* * 
* consisting of at most 2 ones. * 
* * 
****************************************************** 
IF RSTO = 1 
THEN DO; IF ZEROS > 0 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDFINAL; END; 
END; 
IF NRSTl > 0 
THEN DO IFl = 1 TO NRSTl; 
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IRST = RST1[IF1,1]; 
JRST = RST1[IF1,2]; 
IF MP[IRST,JRST] > 0 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDFINAL; END; 
END; 
FREE IFl IRST JRST; 
IF ZEROS < 0 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDFINAL; END; 
V5=L0C( V2 > 0 ); 
N5=NC0L(V5); 
NF02=NF-2; 
DO II = 1 TO NFOl; 
N3=I1+1; 
DO 12 = N3 TO NF; 
V4=J(1,NF,0); 
N4=MP[I1,I2]; 
IF N4>0 THEN DO; V4[1,I1]=1; 
V4[l,I2]=l; 
D=D//REPEAT(V4,N4, 
END; 
END; 
END; 
IF N5>0 
THEN DO 13 = 1 TO N5; 
V6=J(1,NF,0); 
N6=V5[1,I3]; 
V6[1,N6]=1; 
D=D//REPEAT(V6,V2[N6,1],1); 
END; 
ELSE D=D; 
IF ZEROS>0 
THEN D=D//J(ZEROS,NF,0); 
ELSE D=D; 
RUN PRINTOUT; 
END; 
ENDFINAL: 
FREE VI V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 II 12 13 NX N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 
FINISH; 
§ 
START MAIN; 
MD=DO; 
MP=P1; 
RUN GETD; 
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ND1=NR0W(MD); 
IF ND1=0 
THEN DO; RUN FINAL; 
GOTO ENDMAIN; 
END; 
D1=MD; 
RUN ORDERl; 
FREE MD; 
COUNT=0; 
§ 
FORWARD: 
DO FWD = 1 TO ND2; 
ADD0NE=D2[FWD,]; 
***************************************************** 
* * 
* Compute the maximal replicated number of this run * 
* * 
* NREP * 
* * 
***************************************************** 
IF COUNT = 0 
THEN MP = PI; 
ELSE DO; TT=D3[1: COUNT,1:NF]; 
MP = PI - (TTt)*TT; 
END; 
NTEMP=D2[FWD,NFAC3; 
NTEMP01=NTEMP-1; 
END1=NFAC+NTEMP; 
NSIZE=NTEMP*NTEMP01/2; 
VTEMP1=D2[FWD,BEGINl:ENDl]; 
VTEMP2=J(1,NSIZE,0); 
MTEMP=MP[VTEMPl,VTEMPl]; 
JTEMP=0; 
DO ITEMPl = 1 TO NTEMPOl; 
ITEMP3 = ITEMPl + 1; 
DO ITEMP2 = ITEMP3 TO NTEMP; 
JTEMP=JTEMP+1; 
VTEMP2[1,JTEMP]=MTEMP[ITEMPl,ITEMP2]; 
END; 
END; 
NREP=MIN(VTEMP2); 
FREE NTEMP NTEMPOl ITEMPl ITEMP2 ITEMP3 ENDl NSIZE 
VTEMPl VTEMP2 MTEMP MP; 
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ADDRUN=REPEAT(ADDONE,NREP,1); 
PS3=D2[FWD,IND3]; 
ADD=ADDRUN[,1:NF]; 
IF COUNT=0 THEN MP=P1-((ADD^*ADD); 
ELSE DO; TT=D3[1:COUNT,l:NF]//ADD; 
MP=Pl-((TT^)*TT); 
FREE TT; 
END; 
C0UNT1=C0UNT+NREP; 
7 
IF C0UNT1=NR 
THEN DO; VECP=VECDIAG(MP); 
********************************************************** 
* The following THEN DO — Loop handling the case * 
* * 
* when ( COUNT + NREP = NR ) & ( VecP[+,] = 0 ) * 
* * 
* In this case, we already have an output design, so * 
* * 
* we will replace the last 4 runs by other runs ( since * 
* * 
* 4 is the minimum number of runs used in a trade. * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
IF VECP[+,]=0 
THEN DO; D=D3[l;C0UNT,l:NF]//ADD; 
RUN PRINTOUT; 
IF PRINTOUT >= NTIME 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDMAIN; END; 
************************************************** 
* * 
* Find the last 4 "different" runs * 
* * 
* which will be replced. * 
* * 
************************************************** 
CCOUNT = 3; 
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AGAIN: IF COUNT < CCOUNT 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDMAIN; END; 
COUNT01=COUNT-1; 
IF D3[COUNT01,IND1] = D3[COUNT,INDl] 
THEN DO; COUNT = COUNT - 1; 
GOTO AGAIN; 
END; 
CCOUNT = CCOUNT - 1; 
IF CCOUNT = 0 
THEN GOTO NEXT; 
ELSE DO; COUNT = COUNTOl; 
GOTO AGAIN; 
END; 
NEXT: COUNTl = COUNT + 1; 
PS1=D3[COUNTl,INDl]+1; 
MD=D1[PS1:ND1,]; 
TT=D3[COUNTl:NR,1:NF]; 
MP=(TT*)*TT; 
FREE TT; 
RUN GETD; 
IF COUNT=0 
THEN DO; D3=MD; 
RUN ORDERS; 
D2=D3; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
ELSE DO; D3=D3[1:C0UNT,]//MD; 
RUN ORDERS; 
D2=D3[COUNTl:ND3,]; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
END; 
********************************************************** 
* The following ELSE DO — Loop handling the case * 
* * 
* when ( COUNT + NREP = NR ) & ( VecP[+,] > 0 ). * 
* * 
* We will start to search the last run (in the first * 
* * 
* COUNT runs in D3) consisting of more ones than the run * 
* * 
* that we fail to add (ie. ADDRUN in here ). * 
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* * 
********************************************************** 
ELSE DO; D=D3[l:C0UNT,l:NF]; 
NA=ADD[1,+]; 
TTl=(D[,+])-REPEAT(NA,COUNT,1); 
VT=LOC(TT1>0); 
NVT=NCOL(VT); 
IF NVT=0 
THEN GOTO ENDMAIN; 
ELSE DO; PS=VT[1,NVT]; 
PS1=D3[PS,INDl]+1; 
PS01=PS-1; 
COUNT=PS01; 
IF PS01=0 
THEN DO; D3=D1[PS1;ND1,]; 
RUN 0RDER3; 
D2=D3; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
ELSE DO; 
D3=D3[1:PS01,]//D1[PS1:ND1,]; 
RUN ORDERS; 
D2=D3[PS:ND3,]; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
FREE TTl; 
GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
f 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* The following ELSE DO — Loop handling the case * 
* * 
* when ( COUNT + NREP < NR ). * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
ELSE DO; MD=D3[PS3:ND3,]; 
RUN GETD; 
NMD=NROW(MD); 
» 
********************************************************** 
* * 
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* The following THEN DO — Loop handling the case * 
* * 
* when ( COUNT + NREP < NR ),( NMD > 0 ) & ( COUNT = 0 )* 
* * 
********************************************************** 
IF NMD>0 
THEN IF COUNT=0 
THEN DO; 
D3=ADDRUN//MD; 
C0UNT=C0UNT1; 
C0UNT1=C0UNT+1; 
RUN ORDERS; 
D2=D3[COUNTl:ND3,]; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* The following ELSE DO — Loop handling the case * 
* * 
* when ( COUNT + NREP < NR ),( NMD > 0 ) & ( COUNT > 0 )* 
* * 
********************************************************** 
ELSE DO; D3=D3[1;COUNT,]//ADDRUN//MD; 
C0UNT=C0UNT1; 
C0UNT1=C0UNT+1; 
RUN ORDERS; 
D2=D3[COUNTl:ND3,]; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* The following ELSE DO — Loop handling the case * 
* * 
* when ( COUNT + NREP < NR ) & ( NMD = 0 ). * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
ELSE DO; IF COUNT=0 
THEN D=ADD; 
ELSE D=(D3[1:C0UNT,1:NF])//ADD; 
COUNT=COUNT+NREP; 
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RUN FINAL; 
IF PRINTOUT >= NTIME 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDMAIN; END; 
C0UNT=C0UNT-1; 
IF PS3<ND3 
THEN GOTO ENDFWD; 
ELSE IF COUNT=0 
THEN DO; FREE D; 
MP=Pl; 
RUN FINAL; 
GOTO ENDMAIN; 
END; 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* The following ELSE DO — Loop handling the case * 
* * 
* when ( COUNT + NREP < NR ),( NMD = 0 ) & ( COUNT > 0 )* 
* * 
* and when PS3 = ND3. * 
* * 
* The " MULTIPLE " — Loop is used to take out * 
* * 
* the last output run when it duplicates more than once. * 
* * 
* And then, find out the latest run with ( PSl < NDl ). * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
ELSE DO; 
MULTIPLE: PS1=D3[COUNT,INDl]+1; 
COUNTOl=COUNT-1; 
TT=D3[1: COUNT,1;NF]; 
D=TT; 
MP=Pl-((TTt)*TT); 
RUN FINAL; 
IF PRINTOUT >= NTIME 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDMAIN; 
END; 
IF PS1>ND1 
THEN IF COUNTO1=0 
THEN GOTO ENDMAIN; 
ELSE DO; 
COUNT=COUNT01; 
GOTO MULTIPLE; 
END; 
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********************************************************** 
* * 
* The following ELSE — Loop handling the case * 
* * 
* that ( COUNT + 1 < NR ),( NMD = 0 ) & ( COUNT > 0 ) * 
* * 
* and that ( PS3 = ND3 ) , ( PSl = NDl ) OR ( PSl < NDl) * 
* * 
* In this case, we still have choices of new output runs * 
* * 
* So, we will find new D2 and new D3 matrices and then * 
* * 
* go to the FORWARD step again. * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
** 
ELSE IF COUNT01=0 
THEN DO; D3=D1[PS1:ND1,]; 
RUN ORDERS; 
D2=D3; 
COUNT=0; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
ELSE DO; 
TT1=D3[1:COUNTOl, ]; 
TTT1=TT1[,1:NF]; 
MP=P1-(TTTl^)*TTT 
i; 
MD=D1[PS1:ND1,]; 
RUN GETD; 
NMD=NROW(MD); 
IF NMD = 0 
THEN DO; 
COUNT=COUNT01; 
GOTO 
MULTIPLE 
END; ' 
D3=TT1//MD; 
RUN ORDERS; 
D2=D3[COUNT:NDS, ] 
/ 
COUNT=COUNT01; 
FREE TTl TTTl; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
GOTO FORWARD; 
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END; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
ENDFWD; END; 
ENDMAIN: FINISH; 
START RUNMAIN; 
USE DATAIN; 
READ ALL INTO XI; 
RESTRICT=X1[1,3]; 
NTIME=X1[1,4]; 
NR=X1[1,2]; 
USE DATAPl; 
READ ALL INTO PO; 
NF=NCOL(PO); 
MP00=P0[1:NF,]; 
TESTPl=P0[l,l]/2; 
MTESTP1=J(NF,NF,TESTPl)+(TESTP1#I(NF))-MPOO; 
MTESTP0=ABS(MTESTP1); 
TESTPO=MTESTPO[+,+]; 
IF TESTP0=0 
THEN TESTDUAL=0; 
ELSE TESTDUAL=l; 
FREE MPOO TESTPO TESTPl MTESTPO MTESTPl; 
NF1=NF+1; 
NF2=NF+2; 
NF3=NF+3; 
NFAC=NF3; 
BEGIN1=NF3+1; 
END1=0; 
IND1=NF+1; 
IND3=NF+2; 
NUMP=NROW(PO)/NF; 
USE DATARUN; 
READ ALL INTO DO; 
USE DATARST; 
READ ALL INTO RST; 
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NRST=NROW(RST); 
RST0=0; 
NRST1=0; 
IF RESTRICT = 0 
THEN DO; NUMP=NUMP/2; 
PRINT,," No restrictions will be put on this 
design 11"; 
END; 
************************************************** 
* * 
* The following — ELSE DO Loop — * 
* * 
* is used to create the necessary conditions * 
* * 
* for runs consisting of at most two letters. * 
* * 
************************************************** 
ELSE DO; RSTO = 0; 
FREE RSTl; 
DO II = 1 TO RESTRICT; 
VI = L0C(RST[I1, ]=1) ; 
NVl = NCOL(Vl); 
IF NVl = 2 
THEN RSTl = RSTl//VI; 
ELSE DO; V2 = L0C(RST[I1,]=2); 
NV2 = NC0L(V2); 
IF NVl = 1 
THEN DO; X2 = VI||V1; 
RST1=RST1//X2; 
FREE X2; 
IF NV2 > 0 
THEN DO; X2 = VI[1,1]; 
X3=(V2t) I I (J(NV2, 
1,X2)); 
RST1=RST1//X3; 
FREE X2 X3; 
END; 
END; 
ELSE IF NVl = 0 
THEN DO; RSTO = 1; 
IF NV2 > 0 
THEN DO 12 = 1 TO 
NV2; 
DO J2 = 12 TO 
NV2; 
X2=V2[I1,I2]I|V2 
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[I1,J2]; 
RST1=RST1/ 
/X2; 
FREE X2; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
NRST1=NR0W(RST1) ; 
FREE II 12 J2 VI V2 NVl NV2 X2 X3; 
PRINT,, "The follwoing run or runs should not be 
used ! " 
,,RST; 
END; 
NSTART=1; 
NEND=NF; 
COUNT=0; 
PRINTOUT=0; 
IF NUMP < 1 THEN DO; NUMP = 1; END; 
DO INDEX = 1 TO NUMP; 
P1=P0[NSTART:NEND,]; 
RUN MAIN; 
IF PRINTOUT >= NTIME 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDRUN; END; 
NSTART=NSTART+NP; 
NEND=NEND+NF; 
END; 
IF PRINTOUT=0 
THEN PRINT ,,"NO SUCH DESIGN EXISTS Ml"; 
ENDRUN: 
FINISH; 
RUN RUNMAIN; 
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APPENDIX C; ALGORITHM 3 
//PROG3.0 JOB 
//S3 EXEC SAS,TIME=10 
//OLD DD DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.BIBD.DAT,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//SYSIN DD * 
i 
t 
********************************************************** 
* * 
** Define MACRO variables NV, STOPPROG & DELB ** 
* * 
********************************************************** 
%GLOBAL NV DELB STOPPROG; 
/ 
********************************************************** 
* 
* 
== the number of varieties. * 
* 
== the number of blocks. * 
* 
== the block size * 
* 
== the number of undesired blocks. * 
* 
********************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
Input 
* 
* V 
* 
* B 
* 
* K 
* 
* DELBK 
* 
************************************** 
* * 
* Input the " NUMBER " of RUNS * 
* * 
* been used to create the design. * 
* * 
************************************** 
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DATA DATAIN; 
INFILE OLD 0BS=1; 
INPUT V B K DELBK; 
R=B*K/V; 
IiAMDA=R* (K-1) / (V-1) ; 
R1=INT(R); 
L1=INT(LAMDA); 
G0AHEAD=1; 
IF R>R1 OR LAMDA>L1 THEN DO;GOAHEAD=0;END; 
f 
Î 
************************************************* 
** ** 
** Create MACRO variables ** 
** ** 
** — NV NB NK DELB STOPPROG — ** 
** ** 
************************************************* 
Î 
CALL SYMPUT('NV',V); 
CALL SYMPUT('DELB',DELBK); 
CALL SYMPUT('STOPPROG',GOAHEAD); 
DROP R1 LI; 
DATA DATAIN;SET DATAIN; 
%MACRO READIN(NVAR,STOPP,NDEL); 
%IF &STOPP =0 
%THEN %D0; PROC PRINT DATA=DATAIN; 
TITLES 'INVALID PARAMETERS V B K'; 
%END; 
%ELSE %D0; 
PROC PRINT DATA=DATAIN; 
TITLES '— DATAIN contains the values for (v,b,k) 
TITLES '— and the number of undesired blocks. 
%IF &NDEL > 0 
%THEN %D0; 
DATA DELIN; 
INFILE OLD FIRST0BS=2; 
INPUT Bl-B&NVAR; 
PROC PRINT DATA=DELIN; 
TITLES '— DELIN contains the undesired blocks. 
/. 
TITLES; 
%END; 
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%END; 
%MEND READIN; 
%READIN(&NV,&STOPPROG,&DELB); 
} 
/ 
/ 
******************************************** 
* * 
* The first PROC IML program is used * 
* * 
* to get all possible blocks containing * 
* * 
* only " block-size " I's . * 
* * 
********************************************* 
PROC IML; 
/ 
****************************** 
* * 
* Generate all POSSIBLE runs * 
* * 
****************************** 
START GENERATE; 
USE DATAIN; 
READ ALL INTO X; 
IF X[l,7]=0 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDGEN; END; 
V=X[1,1]; 
B=X[1,2]; 
K=X[1,3]; 
DELRUN=X[1,4]; 
NN=2**V; 
L=J(1,V,0); 
L1=L; 
IF DELRUN > 0 
THEN DO; USE DELIN; 
READ ALL INTO Ml; 
NDEL=NR0W(M1); 
VI = 1; 
V01=V-l; 
DO I = 1 TO vol; 
VO1=2**1; 
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V1=V1| I vol; 
END; 
M1=V1#M1; 
V1=M1[,+]; 
DO I = 1 TO NN; 
10 = I; 
VI0 = REPEAT(I0,NDEL,1); 
V2 = VI0 - VI; 
NV2=V2[#,]; 
IF NV2=0 THEN DO; GOTO AGAINOl; END; 
COUNT=0; 
DO J = 1 TO V; 
X1=MOD(IO,2); 
C0UNT=C0UNT+X1; 
I0=INT(I0/2); 
L1[1,J]=X1; 
END; 
IF COUNT=K 
THEN DO; L=L//L1;END; 
AGAINOl; END; 
END; 
; 
ELSE DO; DO I = 1 TO NN; 
10 = I; 
COUNT=0; 
DO J = 1 TO V; 
X1=MOD(IO,2); 
COUNT=COUNT+X1; 
I0=INT(I0/2); 
L1[1,J]=X1; 
END; 
IF COUNT=K 
THEN DO; L=L//L1; END; 
END; 
END; 
NL=NROW(L); 
L=L[2:NL,]; 
CREATE BLOCKS FROM L; 
APPEND FROM L; 
FREE /; 
ENDGEN: 
FINISH; 
RUN GENERATE; 
STOP; 
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TITLE ; 
î 
%MACRO ROUT(STOPP); 
%IF &STOPP > 0 %THEN %D0; 
PROC SORT DATA=BLOCKS 0UT=SAS2; 
BY DESCENDING COLl DESCENDING C0L2; 
PROC PRINT DATA=SAS2; 
TITLES '— SAS2 contains all posible blocks. —'; 
%END; 
%MEND ROUT; 
%ROUT(&ST0PPR0G); 
PROC IML; 
TITLE; 
/ 
************************************************* 
* * 
* The MODULE, — GETIJ — , is used to find * 
* * 
* the cells satisfying P[I,J] = P[I,I]. * 
* * 
************************************************* 
START GETIJ; 
V5=MP[I1,]-(MP[I1,I1]*J(1,NF,1)); 
V6=L0C(V5=0); 
N51=NCOL(V6); 
IF N51>1 
THEN DO; V52=MD[,V6][,+]; 
V53=LOC(V52=N51); 
N53=NCOL(V53); 
V541=MD[,I1]; 
V54=LOC(V541=0); 
N54=NCOL(V54); 
IF N53=0 
THEN IF N54=0 
THEN FREE MD; 
ELSE MD=MD[V54,]; 
ELSE IF N54=0 
THEN MD=MD[V53,]; 
ELSE DO; V55=UNION(V54,V53); 
MD=MD[V55,]; 
END; 
END; 
ELSE GOTO ENDIJ; 
ENDIJ: FINISH; 
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****************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, — GETD — , is used to find * 
* * 
* the cells satisfying the conditions (1) & (2) ; * 
* * 
* (1) P[I,J]=0 & (2) P[I,J]=P[I,I]. * 
* * 
* Then, * 
* * 
* find the new D-MATRIX based on (1) & (2). * 
* * 
****************************************************** 
START GETD; 
NMD=NROW(MD); 
DO II = 1 TO NF; 
V3=L0C(MP[I1,]=0); 
N1=NC0L(V3); 
IF N1>0 
THEN DO; V4=MD[,I1]; 
V41=REPEAT(V4,1,N1); 
V42=MD[,V3]; 
V43=V41#V42; 
V44=V43[,+]; 
V45=LOC(V44=0); 
NMD=NC0L(V45); 
IF NMD=0 
THEN DO; FREE MD; 
GOTO ENDGETD; 
END; 
ELSE DO; MD=MD[V45,]; 
RUN GETIJ; 
NMD=NROW(MD); 
IF NMD=0 THEN GOTO ENDGETD; 
END; 
END; 
ELSE DO; RUN GETIJ; 
NMD=NROW(MD); 
IF NMD=0 THEN GOTO ENDGETD; 
END; 
END; 
ENDGETD: FREE VI V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 W ND V51 V52 V53 V54 
V55 
V541 V41 V42 V43 V44 V45; 
FINISH; 
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************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, ONEZERO , is used to * 
* * 
* find the positions of O's and I's in each * 
* * 
* possible run in the matrix " D1 " . * 
* * 
************************************************** 
START ONEZERO; 
DO 101 = 1 TO NDl; 
N1=IND3; 
DO 102 = 1 TO V; 
IF D1[I01,I02]=1 
THEN DO; N1=N1+1; 
D1[I01,N1]=I02; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
FREE 101 102 Nl; 
FINISH; 
************************************************* 
* * 
* The MODULE, — ORDERl — , is used to * 
* * 
* reorder the matrix — D1 — . * 
* * 
************************************************* 
/ 
START ORDERl; 
ND1=NR0W(D1); 
TT=J(1,ND1,1) ; 
TTT=LOC(TT>0) ; 
TTTT"TTT^• 
D1[,INDl:IND3]^REPEAT(TTTT,1,2); 
D2=D1;D3=D1; 
ND2=ND1;ND3=ND1; 
FREE TT TTT TTTT; 
FINISH; 
/ 
************************************************* 
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* * 
* The MODULE, — ORDER] — , is used to * 
* * 
* reorder the matrix — D3 — . * 
* * 
************************************************* 
/ 
START 0RDER3; 
ND3=NROW(D3); 
TT=J(1,ND3,1) ; 
TTT=LOC(TT>0) ; 
D3[,IND3]=TTTT; 
FREE TT TTT TTTT; 
FINISH; 
f 
/ 
********************************************************* 
* * 
* The MODULE, — OUTPUTD —, is used to print * 
* * 
* all possible BIBD's satisfying the given (v,b,k). * 
* * 
********************************************************* 
! 
START OUTPUTD; 
NB1=V+1; 
PRINT0UT=PRINT0UT4-1 ; 
0UTD[,NB1]=J(NT,1,1); 
RUNS=0UTD[1,]; 
IP1=2; 
SUPP0RT=1; 
POINT=0; 
AGAINl: SUPPORT = SUPPORT+1; 
POINT=POINT+l; 
DO IP2 = IPl TO NT; 
T = (RDNS[P0INT,l:NB])*((0UTD[IP2,l:NB])t); 
IF T = K 
THEN RUNS[POINT,NBl]=RUNS[POINT,NBl]+1; 
ELSE IF IP2 = NT 
THEN DO; RUNS=RUNS//OUTD[IP2,]; 
GOTO ENDROUT; 
END; 
ELSE DO; IPl = IP2+1; 
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RUNS=RUNS//0UTD[IP2,]; 
GOTO AGAINl; 
END; 
END; 
ENDROUT: FREE IPl IP2 T OUTD; 
DUP=RUNS[,NB1]; 
D=RUNS[,BEGINl:ENDl]; 
PRINT /,PRINTOUT, 'SUPPORT SIZE',SUPPORT; 
PRINT ,, D DUP; 
FINISH; 
START BIBD; 
USE DATAIN; 
READ ALL INTO X; 
IF X[l,7]=0 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDBIBD; END; 
V=X[1,1]; 
B=X[1,2]; 
K=X[1,3]; 
LAMDA=X[1,6]; 
R=X[1,5]; 
DLEBK=X[1,4]; 
NF=V; 
NB=V; 
NT=B; 
NR=B; 
M1=(LAMDA-R) #I (V) ; 
P1=J(V,V,LAMDA)-Ml; 
FREE X Ml; 
NF1=NF+1; 
NF2=NF+2; 
IND1=NF+1; 
IND3=NF+2; 
BEGIN1=IND3+1; 
END1=IND3+K; 
K2=K+2; 
USE SAS2; 
READ ALL INTO Dl; 
ND1=NR0W(D1); 
D1=D1[,1:NF] I IJ(ND1,K2,1); 
RUN ONEZERO; 
RUN ORDERl; 
MP=P1; 
COUNT=0; 
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PRINTOUT=0; 
PRINT Pi; 
Î 
Î 
******************************************************* 
* * 
* The following DO — Loop is used to compute the * 
* * 
* biggest order for the first run of our choices. * 
* * 
******************************************************* 
CT=1; 
CB=1; 
S02=K-2; 
NB02=NB-2; 
IF S02=0 
THEN MAX12=1; 
ELSE DO lEl = 1 TO S02; 
CT=CT#(NB02-IE1); 
CB=CB#IE1; 
END; 
MAX12=CT/CB; 
FREE CT CB lEl ; 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* The following — FORWARD: DO loop is used to search * 
* * 
* the possible runs in FORWARD direction inside D2. * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
FORWARD: 
DO FWD = 1 TO ND2; 
ADDRUN=D2[FWD,]; 
PS3=D2[FWD,IND3]; 
ADD=ADDRUN[1,1:NF]; 
IF COUNT=0 THEN MP=P1-((ADD*)*ADD); 
ELSE DO; TT=D3[1:C0UNT,1:NF]//ADD; 
MP=Pl-((TTt)*TT); 
FREE TT; 
END; 
C0UNT1=C0UNT+1; 
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********************************************************** 
* * 
* The following THEN DO — Loop handling the case * 
* * 
* when ( COUNT + 1 = B ). * 
* * 
* In this case, we already have an output design, so * 
* * 
* we will replace the last 4 runs by other runs (since * 
* * 
* the minimum number of runs contained in a trade is 4).* 
* * 
********************************************************** 
IF C0UNT1=B 
THEN DO; NT01=NT-1; 
0UTD=D3[1;NTO1,]//ADDRUN; 
RUN OUTPUTD; 
C0UNT=NR-4; 
AGAIN; C0UNT1=C0UNT+1; 
PS1=D3[COUNTl,INDl]+1; 
IF PS1>ND1 
THEN IF COUNT=0 
THEN GOTO ENDBIBD; 
ELSE DO; C0UNT=C0UNT-1; 
GOTO AGAIN; 
END; 
MD=D1[PS1;ND1,]; 
TT=D3[COUNTl;NR,1:NF]; 
MP=(TT^)*TT; 
FREE TT; 
RUN GETD; 
IF COUNT=0 
THEN DO; D3=MD; 
RUN 0RDER3; 
D2=D3; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
ELSE DO; D3=D3[1:COUNT,]//MD; 
RUN ORDERS; 
D2=D3[COUNTl:ND3,]; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
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GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
END; 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* The following ELSE DO — Loop handling the case * 
* * 
* when ( COUNT + 1 < NR ). * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
ELSE DO; VF2=(VECDIAG(MP))#K; 
VF3=(TRACE(MP))#J(NB,1,1); 
VF4=VF3-VF2; 
VF5=(ABS(VF4))-VF4; 
TEST=VF5[+,]; 
FREE VF2 VF3 VF4 VF5; 
IF TEST > 0 
THEN DO; FREE TEST; 
GOTO ENDFWD; 
END; 
FREE TEST; 
MD=D3[PS3:ND3,]; 
RUN GETD; 
IP NMD=0 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDFWD; END; 
IF COUNT=0 
THEN D3=ADDRUN//MD; 
ELSE D3=D3[1:COUNT,]//ADDRUN//MD; 
C0UNT=C0UNT+1; 
RUN 0RDER3; 
C0UNT1=C0UNT+1; 
D2=D3[C0UNT1;ND3,]; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
ENDFWD; END; 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* The following — BACKWARD step is used to do the * 
* * 
* backward elimination from those selected runs. * 
* * 
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********************************************************** 
/ 
BACKWARD: IF COUNT=0 THEN DO; GOTO ENDBIBD; END; 
PS1=D3[COUNT,INDl]+1; 
C0UNT=C0UNT-1; 
IP PSl > NDl 
THEN DO; GOTO BACKWARD; END; 
MD=D1[PS1:ND1,]; 
IF COUNT=0 
THEN IF PS1>MAX12 
THEN GOTO ENDBIBD; 
ELSE DO; MP=P1; 
RUN GETD; 
IF NMD=0 
THEN DO; GOTO BACKWARD; END; 
D3=MD; 
RUN 0RDER3; 
D2=D3; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
ELSE DO; T1=D3[1:COUNT,l:NB]; 
MP=Pl-(Tlt)*Tl; 
RUN GETD; 
IF NMD=0 
THEN DO; GOTO BACKWARD; END; 
D3=D3[1; COUNT,]//MD; 
RUN ORDERS; 
C0UNT1=C0UNT+1; 
D2=D3[C0UNT1:ND3,]; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
; 
ENDBIBD: 
IF PRINTOUT = 0 
THEN DO; 
PRINT,, 'NO SUCH DESIGN EXIST !!'; 
END; 
FINISH; 
; 
RUN BIBD; 
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APPENDIX D: ALGORITHM 4.1 
//PR0G4.1 JOB 
/* JOBPARM REGION=8000K,LINES=50000 
//SI EXEC SCRUNC 
//SYSIN DD * 
S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.EMPTY.KPl 
S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.EMPTY.D1 
S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.EMPTY.RST 
S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.EMPTY.DATA 
//S3 EXEC SAS,TIME=5 
//OLD DD 
DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.EMPTY.SAMPLE,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//NEWKPl DD DSN=S1SKJW.FIRST.ORDER.EMPTY.KPl,UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE), 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=120,BLKSIZE=6000) 
//NEWRUN DD DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.EMPTY.D1,UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE), 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=120,BLKSIZE=6000) 
//NEWRST DD DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.EMPTY.RST,UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE), 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=120,BLKSIZE=6000) 
//NEWOUT DD DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.EMPTY.DATA,UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE), 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=12 0,BLKSIZE=6 000) 
//SYSIN DD * 
I 
! 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* Define MACRO variables NNO, NNIJ, VARIJ, OBSZ, NDEL, * 
* * 
* OBSDEL, FIRSTIN, LASTIJ, NSIZE, DICOL, and FIRSTDEL. * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
; 
%GLOBAL NDEL NNO NNIJ FIRSTIJ LASTIJ NSIZE 
DICOL VARIJ OBSZ FIRSTDEL OBSDEL; 
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which will be used to get those sampling designs. 
N 
SIZE 
NIJ 
********** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
UPERPIJ == 
MATRIXZ 
MAXITER 
DESIGNS 
DELRUNS 
************************************************ 
* 
Input the type of method * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
I —> the (i,j)-th cell will be assigned.* 
J —> I > J if an upper bound is assigned,* 
I < J if a lower bound is assigned. * 
A —> A/B is the desired probability you * 
B —> want to assign to cell (i,j). * 
* 
use Pi(i,j) < Pi(i)*Pi(j) {if = 1} or not * 
* 
If you did not want this condition then * 
the regular upper/lower bounds will be * 
assigned to the cells. * 
* 
Note that we will create this P-matrix * 
first and then apply the above conditions.* 
* 
input matrix Z (if =1) or matrix K ( = 0)* 
* 
the max searching steps used 
the number of boxes 
the sample size 
the number of off-diagonal elements of 
the P-matrix been assigned. 
If you want to assign the upper/lower 
bounds to the maximal replicated number 
of for some runs then you need to type 4 
more lines in the input data file 
"FIRST.ORDER.SAMPLE" containing 
the information of (i,j) and its desired 
ratio as the following 
the number of output designs you want 
the number of runs can not be used to 
empty those boxes. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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* 
* 
* The order of the INPUT DATA is like the following : 
* 
1) General information [ 1 line ] 
2) Matrix Z [ 2 lines ] / K [ 1 line ] 
3) Desired bounds [ 4 lines ] 
4) Undesired sampling runs. 
* 
-* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
********************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
IN 
P 
U 
T 
MATRIXZ 
0 1 
NIJ 
0 K(i) Z(i) 
> 0 
P(i.j) 
K(i) 
P(i,j) 
Z(i) 
DATA RELATION; 
INFILE OLD OBS=l; 
INPUT N SIZE NIJ UPERPIJ MATRIXZ MAXITER DESIGNS DELRUNS; 
OBSDEL=N; 
CDl=N+N+3; 
IF DELRUNS = 0 AND NIJ=0 AND MATRIXZ=0 
THEN DO; IJFIRST=2; 
IJVAR=2; 
IJ0BS=3; 
Z0BS=2; 
DELFIRST=2; 
0BSDEL=1; 
END; 
IF DELRUNS = 0 AND NIJ=0 AND MATRIXZ=1 
THEN DO; IJFIRST=2; 
IJVAR=2; 
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IJ0BS=3; 
Z0BS=3; 
DELFIRST=3; 
0BSDEL=1; 
END; 
IF DELRUNS = 0 AND NIJ > 0 AND MATRIXZ=0 
THEN DO; IJFIRST=3; 
IJVAR=NIJ; 
IJ0BS=6; 
Z0BS=2; 
DELFIRST=6; 
0BSDEL=1; 
END; 
IF DELRUNS = 0 AND NIJ > 0 AND MATRIXZ=1 
THEN DO; IJFIRST=4; 
IJVAR=NIJ; 
IJ0BS=7; 
Z0BS=3; 
DELFIRST=7; 
0BSDEL=1; 
END; 
IF DELRUNS > 0 AND NIJ=0 AND MATRIXZ=0 
THEN DO; IJFIRST=2; 
IJVAR=2; 
IJ0BS=3; 
Z0BS=2; 
DELFIRST=3; 
END; 
IF DELRUNS > 0 AND NIJ=0 AND MATRIXZ=1 
THEN DO; IJFIRST=2; 
IJVAR=2; 
IJ0BS=3; 
Z0BS=3; 
DELFIRST=4; 
END; 
IF DELRUNS > 0 AND NIJ > 0 AND MATRIXZ=0 
THEN DO; IJFIRST=3; 
IJVAR=NIJ; 
IJ0BS=6; 
Z0BS=2; 
DELFIRST=7; 
END; 
IF DELRUNS > 0 AND NIJ > 0 AND MATRIXZ=1 
THEN DO; IJFIRST=4; 
IJVAR=NIJ; 
IJ0BS=7; 
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Z0BS=3; 
DELFIRST=8; 
END; 
/ 
************************************************* 
** ** 
** Create MACRO variables ** 
** ** 
** NNO NNIJ NDEL FIRSTDEL VARIJ ** 
** ** 
** DICOL FIRSTIJ LASTIJ OBSZ DELOBS ** 
** ** 
************************************************* 
CALL SYMPUT('NNO',N); 
CALL SYMPUT('NNIJ',NIJ); 
CALL SYMPUT('NDEL',DELRUNS); 
CALL SYMPUT('FIRSTDEL',DELFIRST); 
CALL SYMPUT('VARIJ',IJVAR); 
CALL SYMPUT('DICOL',CDl); 
CALL SYMPUT('FIRSTIJ',IJFIRST); 
CALL SYMPUT('LASTIJ',IJOBS); 
CALL SYMPUT('OBSZ',ZOBS); 
CALL SYMPUT('DELOBS',OBSDEL); 
CALL SYMPUT('NSIZE',SIZE); 
/ 
DATA RELATION;SET RELATION; 
/ 
******************************************************** 
* * 
* Put the DESIGN information into the data sets ; * 
* * 
* 1) DATAIN ( containing matrix K or Z ) * 
* * 
* 2) DATAIJ ( containing bounds for P[i,j] ) * 
* * 
******************************************************** 
%MACRO READIN(ANO,VARIJO,IJO,ZOBSl,DELIST,OBSD,IJLAST); 
DATA DATAIN; 
INFILE OLD FIRST0BS=2 OBS=&ZOBSl; 
INPUT Wl-W&ANO; 
DATA DATAIJ; 
INFILE OLD FIRSTOBS=&IJO OBS=&IJLAST; 
INPUT WWl-WW&VARIJO; 
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DATA DATADEL; 
INFILE OLD FIRST0BS=&DEL1ST; 
INPUT WWl-WW&OBSD; 
%MEND; 
%READIN(&NNO,&VARIJ,&FIRSTIJ,&OBSZ,&FIRSTDEL,&DELOBS,&LASTIJ 
); 
PROC PRINT DATA=DATAIN; 
TITLES '— DATAIN contains the Information for boxes. — 
%MACRO PPRINT(NI,DEL); 
%IF &NI > 0 
%THEN %D0; PROC PRINT DATA=DATAIJ; 
TITLES'— DATAIJ contains the desired upper or lower 
bounds. —'; 
%END; 
%IF &DEL > 0 
%THEN %D0; PROC PRINT DATA=DATADEL; 
TITLES '— DATADEL contains the undesired runs. — '] 
%END; 
%MEND; 
%PPRINT(&NNIJ,&NDEL); 
) 
/ 
/ 
******************************************** 
* * 
* The first PROC IML program is used * 
* * 
* to get those SAMPLING runs containing * 
* * 
* only " SIZE " I's ( do not contain * 
* * 
* those undesired runs ). * 
* * 
******************************************** 
PROC IML; 
} 
****************************** 
* * 
* Generate all POSSIBLE runs * 
* * 
****************************** 
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START GENERATE; 
USE RELATION; 
READ ALL INTO X; 
NB=X[1,1]; 
SIZE=X[1,2]; 
N=NB; 
NN=2**N; 
L=J(1,NB,0); 
L1=L; 
DELRUN=X[1,7]; 
IF DELRUN > 0 
THEN DO; USE DATADEL; 
READ ALL INTO Ml; 
NDEL=NR0W(M1); 
VI = 1; 
N01=N-1; 
DO I = 1 TO NOl; 
N01=2**I; 
Vl=Vl|INOI; 
END; 
Ml=Vl#Ml; 
Vl=Ml[,+]; 
DO I = I TO NN; 
10 = I; 
VI0 = REPEAT(IO,NDEL,l); 
V2 = VIO - VI; 
NV2=V2[#,]; 
IF NV2=0 THEN DO; GOTO AGAINOl; END; 
C0UNT=0; 
DO J = 1 TO N; 
X1=MOD(IO,2); 
C0UNT=C0UNT+X1; 
I0=INT(I0/2); 
Ll[l,J]=X1; 
END; 
IF COUNT=SIZE 
THEN DO; L=L//L1;END; 
AGAINOl: END; 
END; 
/ 
ELSE DO; DO I = 1 TO NN; 
10 = I; 
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COUNT=0; 
DO J = 1 TO N; 
X1=MOD(IO,2); 
C0UNT=C0UNT+X1; 
I0=INT(I0/2); 
L1[1,J]=X1; 
END; 
IF COUNT=SIZE 
THEN DO; L=L//L1; END; 
END; 
END; 
NL=NROW(L); 
L=L[2:NL,]; 
CREATE RUNS FROM L; 
APPEND FROM L; 
'free /; 
FINISH; 
RUN GENERATE; 
STOP; 
TITLE3 "; 
t 
PROG SORT DATA=RUNS 0UT=SAS2; 
BY DESCENDING COLl DESCENDING C0L2; 
PROC PRINT DATA=SAS2; 
TITLES '— SAS2 contains all posible runs —'; 
/ 
/ 
************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, — GETGCD —, is used to find * 
* * 
* the Greatest Common Divisor ( G.C.D. ) of a * 
* * 
* set of numbers. * 
* * 
************************************************** 
PROC IML; 
TITLES " 
START GETGCD; 
GCD=1; 
NMX=NCOL(MX); 
A2=MX[1,1]; 
DO IDl = 2 TO NMX; 
A1=MX[1,ID1]; 
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AGAIN: B=MOD(Al,A2); 
IF B=0 
THEN GOTO ENDGCD; 
ELSE DO; A1=A2; 
A2=B; 
GOTO AGAIN; 
END; 
ENDGCD; END; 
GCD—A2; 
FREE NMX A1 A2 B IDl; 
FINISH; 
************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, — GETLCM —, is used to find * 
* * 
* the Smallest Common Multiple ( L.C.M.) of * 
* * 
* a set of numbers. * 
* * 
************************************************** 
START GETLCM; 
LCM=MLCM[1,1]; 
NML=NCOL(MLCM); 
DO ILl = 2 TO NML; 
MX[1,1]=LCM; 
MX[1,2]=MLCM[1,IL1]; 
RUN GETGCD; 
LCM=(MX[,#])/GCD; 
END; 
ENDGCD: FREE MLCM NML ILl; 
FINISH; 
***************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, — GETK —, is used to find * 
* * 
* the number of objects contained in each BOX. * 
* * 
* Q == the smallest integer such that * 
* * 
* Q * SIZE * Z(i) * 
* * 
* is an integer for all i. * 
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* * 
***************************************************** 
VALIDK=0; 
DO IKl = 1 TO NB; 
MX=T(Z[,IK1]); 
RUN GETGCD; 
Z[,IK1]=T(MX/GCD); 
END; 
MLCM=Z[2,]; % 
RUN GETLCM; 
MX=J(1,2,0); 
MX[1,1]=LCM; 
MX[1,2]=SIZE; 
RUN GETGCD; 
Q=LCM/GCD; 
K=J(1,NB,1); 
DO IK2 = 1 TO NB; 
NIK2=(Q#SIZE#Z[1,IK2])/Z[2,IK2]; 
K[1,IK2]=NIK2; 
IF K[1,IK2]>Q 
THEN DO; PRINT "INVALID Z-MATRIX ",,Q,Z,IK2,NIK2; 
VALIDK=0; 
GOTO ENDGETK; 
END; 
ELSE VALIDK=1; 
END; 
ENDGETK: 
FREE MX IKl IK2 A; 
FINISH; 
************************************************** 
* The MODULE, GET? , is used to find * 
START GETK 
* * 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* the P Matrix 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
K1 Upper bound 
K2 for K(i,j) 
o 
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* All O * 
* o * 
* are l's * 
* K(N) * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
************************************************** 
/ 
START GETP; 
VALIDP=0; 
NNT=(MK[,+])/SIZE; 
P1=J(NB,NB,1); 
DO IP1= 1 TO NB; 
P1[IP1,IP1]=MK[1,IP1]; 
END; 
NB01=NB-1; 
DO IP2 = 1 TO NBOl; 
IP3 = IP2 + 1; 
DO IP4 = IP3 TO NB; 
C1=MK[1,IP2]#MK[1,IP4]; 
C2=C1/NNT; 
PI[IP2,IP4]=INT(C2); 
IF P1[IP2,IP4]=0 
THEN DO; VALIDP=0; 
GOTO ENDGETP; 
END; 
ELSE VALIDP=l; 
END; 
END; 
P0=P1; 
PRINT PO IS THE UNRESTRICTED P-MATRIX. " ,P0; 
FREE PO IPl IP2 IP3 IP4 Cl C2 NNT; 
ENDGETP: 
FINISH; 
I 
************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, — GETPIJ —, is used to put * 
* * 
* the desired upper/lower bounds for the # of * 
* * 
* times that both objects will be removed form * 
* * 
* i-th and j-th boxes, into the matrix PIJ. * 
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************************************************** 
START GETPIJ; 
USE DATAIJ; 
READ ALL INTO MIJ; 
SUMK=MK[,+]; 
Q1=SUMK/SIZE; 
MIJ=MIJ//J(1,NIJ,0); 
PIJ=MIJ[l:2,]//J(l,NIJ,0); 
DO ICI = 1 TO NIJ; 
NC1=Q1#((MIJ[3,ICI])/(MIJ[4,ICI])); 
NC2=INT(NC1); 
IF NC2=0 
THEN DO; 
PRINT "INCORRECT RESTRICTIONS FOR P[i,j]" 
,, MIJ,ICI,NCI,NC2; 
VALIDPIJ=0;; 
GOTO ENDPIJ; 
END; 
ELSE DO; VALIDPIJ=1; 
I=MIJ[1,IC1]; 
J=MIJ[2,IC1]; 
PIJ[3,IC1]=NC2; 
MIJ[5,IC1]=NC2; 
END; 
END; 
ENDPIJ: 
FREE NCI NC2 I J; 
PRINT ,PIJ,MIJ; 
FINISH; 
************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, GETNEWP , is used to * 
* * 
* find the min. value of P[i,j] and PIJ[3,k] * 
* * 
* where the k-th column of PIJ contains i,j, * 
* * 
* and the desired upper bound for P[i,j]. * 
* * 
************************************************** 
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START GETNEWP; 
DO IC2 = 1 TO NIJ; 
I=PIJ[1,IC2]; 
J=PIJ[2,IC2]; 
MP[I,J]=PIJ[3,IC2]; 
END; 
M1=MP-(MPt); 
M2=ABS(M1)-M1; 
V1=SYMSQR(M2); 
VALUE1=V1[+,]; 
IF VALUEKO 
THEN DO; VALIDPIJ=0; 
PRINT "INVALID PIJ",, PIJ ,MP,MAXIJ TRUEIJ; 
END; 
ELSE VALIDPIJ=1; 
FREE I J Ml M2 VI VALUEl; 
FINISH; 
************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, ONEZERO , is used to * 
* * 
* find the positions of O's and I's in each * 
* * 
* possible run in the matrix " D1 " . * 
* * 
************************************************** 
f 
START ONEZERO; 
NMD=NROW(MD); 
DO 101 = 1 TO NMD; 
N1=IND3; 
N0=END1; 
DO 102 = 1 TO NB; 
IF MD[I01,I02]=1 
THEN DO; N1=N1+1; 
MD[I01,N1]=I02; 
END; 
ELSE DO; N0=N0+1; 
MD[I01,NO]=I02; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
FREE 101 102 N1 NO; 
FINISH; 
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f 
************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, UPLOWP , is used to * 
* * 
* find the max. replication number of each * 
* * 
* pair (i,j). * 
* * 
************************************************** 
/ 
START UPLOWP; 
NMD=NROW(MD) ; 
DO lUl = 1 TO NMD; 
ONE=MD[lUl,BEGINl:ENDl]; 
ZERO=MD[lUl,BEGINO:ENDO]; 
SUBVP1=MK[1,0NE]; 
K1=MIN(SUBVP1); 
NSUM=MK[,+]/SIZE; 
SUBVPO=MK[,ZERO]; 
KO=NSUM-MAX(SUBVPO); 
MD[IU1,REP] = MIN(K1,K0); 
END; 
V1=MD[,REP]; 
V2=LOC(V1>0); 
MD=MD[V2,]; 
P1=DIAG(MK); 
DO IU2 = 1 TO NB; 
JU1=IU2+1; 
DO JU2 = JUl TO NB; 
V3=MD[,IU2]#MD[,JU2]#MD[,REP]; 
P1[IU2,JU2]=V3[+,]; 
P1[JU2,IU2]=1; 
END; 
END; 
P0=P1; 
PRINT PO IS THE UNRESTRICTED P-MATRIX. PO ; 
FREE lUl IU2 JUl JU2 MD NMD VI V2 V3 SUBVPO SUBVPl KO Kl 
PO; 
FINISH; 
********************************************************* 
* * 
* The MODULE, — GETQH —, is used to find * 
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* 1) H == the multiple of K s.t. (H * K) * 
* * 
* is the K-matrix input by DATAIN * 
* * 
* 2) Q == the smallest integer such that * 
* * 
* Q * SIZE * Z(i) is an integer for all i * 
* * 
********************************************************* 
START GETQH; 
USE DATAIN; 
READ ALL INTO KH; 
T1=KH[,+]; 
T2=M0D(T1,SIZE) ; 
IF T2 > 0 
THEN DO; PRINT "INCORRECT K-MATRIX",,KH T1 T2; 
VALIDH=0; 
GOTO ENDGETQH; 
END; 
ELSE VALIDH=l; 
MX=KH; 
RUN GETGCD; 
MX=J(1,2,0); 
MX[1,1]=(T1/SIZE); 
MX[1,2]=GCD; 
RUN GETGCD; 
H=GCD; 
KH1=KH/H; 
Q=MX[1,1]/GCD; 
ENDGETQH; 
FREE T1 T2 T3 GCD MX; 
FINISH; 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE — MAIN — is used to find out * 
* * 
* 1) unrestricted P-matrix and restricted P-matrix * 
* * 
* 2) the INPUT DATA FILE used for the next program * 
* * 
* — EMPTY02 —. * 
* * 
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* 3) the content in those N boxes * 
* * 
* 4) the given upper/lower bounds. * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
START MAIN; 
USE RELATION; 
READ ALL INTO X; 
SIZE=X[1,2]; 
NB=X[1,1]; 
NB1=NB+1; 
NIJ=X[1,3]; 
UPERPIJ=X[1,4]; 
MATRIXZ=X[1,5]; 
MAXITER=X[1,6]; 
REP=NB+1; 
INDl=NB+2; 
IND3=NB+3; 
NB3=IND3; 
BEGINl=NB+4; 
END1=IND3+SIZE; 
BEGIN0=END1+1; 
END0=IND3+NB; 
USE SAS2; 
READ ALL INTO DO; 
ND=NROW(DO); 
DO=DO||J(ND,NB3,0); 
MD=DO; 
RUN ONEZERO; 
D1=MD; 
FREE DO; 
IF MATRIXZ=1 
THEN DO; USE DATAIN; 
READ ALL INTO Z; 
RUN GETK; 
IF VALIDK=0 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDMAIN; END; 
H=l; 
END; 
ELSE DO; RUN GETQH; 
IF VALIDH=0 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDMAIN;END; 
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K=KH1; 
MAXITER=MAXITER+H-1; 
END; 
CASED1: MK=H#K; 
/ 
PRINT 
"Q = The smallest integer mulplier to make all Z(i)'s to be 
integer" 
7 
PRINT" MK = The content of boxes at this stage = H * K 
. 
PRINT ,H MAXITER Q, K, MK; 
IF UPERPIJ > 0 
THEN DO; RUN GETP; 
IF VALIDP=0 
THEN DO; H=H+1; 
IF H > MAXITER 
THEN DO; 
PRINT " H is not large enough to satisfy 
PRINT "the Positive second-order inclusion probilities" 
,IP2,IP4,C1,C2; 
GOTO ENDMAIN; 
END; 
ELSE GOTO CASEOl; 
END; 
END; 
ELSE DO; MK=H#K; 
MD=D1; 
RUN UPLOWP; 
END; 
MP=P1; 
IF NIJ > 0 
THEN DO; RUN GETPIJ; END; 
ELSE DO; MIJ = J(4,l,0); END; 
RUN GETNEWP; 
IF VALIDPIJ=0 
THEN DO; PRINT ,,"INVALID RESTRICTIONS",, MIJ; 
GOTO ENDMAIN; 
END; 
MIJ=MIJ[l:4,]; 
P1=MP; 
PRINT/, " PI IS THE RESTRICTED P-MATRIX i!"; 
PRINT ,"The upper triangle of PI contains"; 
PRINT "the upper bounds for pair (i,j)"; 
PRINT "The lower triangle of PI contains"; 
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PRINT "the lower bounds for pair (i,j)"; 
PRINT "The diagonal of PI contains the number"; 
PRINT "of balls in each box.",,PI; 
;Y=X[,l:4]||X[,6:7]||H; 
CREATE DATAOUT FROM Y; 
APPEND FROM Y; 
7 
CREATE DATARUN FROM Dl; 
APPEND FROM Dl; 
KP1=(H#K)//P1; 
CREATE DATAKPl FROM KPl; 
APPEND FROM KPl; 
CREATE DATARST FROM MIJ; 
APPEND FROM MIJ; 
ENDMAIN: 
FINISH; 
;RUN MAIN; 
STOP; 
J 
/ 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* Output EMPTY.DATA contains * 
* * 
* N, SIZE, NIJ, UPERIJ, MAXITER, DESIGNS, and H * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
! 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* Output EMPTY.PI contains vector K and matrix PI * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
%MACRO WRITE(A,C); 
DATA DATA&A;SET DATA&A; 
FILE NEW&A; 
PUT (COLl-COL&C)(6.); 
%MEND; 
%WRITE(RUN,&D1C0L); 
%WRITE(KP1,&NN0); 
%WRITE(RST,&VARIJ); 
%WRITE(0UT,7); 
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APPENDIX E: ALGORITHM 4.2 
//PROG4.2 JOB 
/* JOBPARM REGION=8000K,LINES=50000 
//S3 EXEC SAS,TIME=3 
//OLDIN DO 
DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.EMPTY.DATA,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//OLDKPl DD 
DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.EMPTY,KPl,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//OLDRST DD 
DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.EMPTY.RST,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//OLDRUN DD 
DSN=S1$KJW.FIRST.ORDER.EMPTY.DI,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//SYSIN DD * 
/ 
********************************************************** 
** ** 
** Define MACRO variables NNO, VARIJ, & DICOL ** 
** ** 
********************************************************** 
%GLOBAL NNO VARIJ DICOL; 
f 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* Input the type of method * 
* * 
* which will be used to get those sampling designs. * 
* * 
* * 
* N == the number of boxes been used. * 
* * 
* SIZE == the sample size. * 
* * 
* NIJ == the number of off-diagonal elements of * 
* * 
* the P-matrix been assigned. * 
* * 
* UPERPIJ == use Pi(i,j) < Pi(i)*Pi(j) {if = 1} or not * 
* * 
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* MAXITER == the max search steps will be used * 
* * 
* DESIGNS == the number of output designs you want * 
* * 
* H == the initial - H - in the form ( MK = H # K ) * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
DATA DATAIN; 
INFILE OLDIN; 
INPUT N SIZE NIJ UPERPIJ MAXITER DESIGNS H; 
NDlC0L=N+N+3; 
IF NIJ = 0 
THEN IJVAR = 1; 
ELSE IJVAR = NIJ; 
/ 
********************************************* 
** ** 
** Create MACRO variables ** 
** ** 
** NNO DICOL and VARIJ ** 
** ** 
********************************************* 
CALL SYMPUT('NNO',N); 
CALL SYMPUT('DICOL',NDICOL); 
CALL SYMPUT('VARIJ',IJVAR); 
/ 
/ 
PROC PRINT; 
%MACRO READIN(A,B); 
DATA DATA&A; 
INFILE OLD&A; 
INPUT Wl-W&B; 
%MEND; 
%READIN(KPl,&NNO); 
%READIN(RST,&VARIJ); 
%READIN(RUN,&D1C0L); 
PROC IML; 
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************************************************** 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
The MODULE, -— GETP -, is used to find 
the — P Matrix —. 
K1 
K2 
Upper bound 
for K(i,j) 
All 
are I's 
K(N) 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
************************************************** 
START GETP; 
VALIDP=0; 
NNT=(MK[,+])/SIZE; 
P1=J(NB,NB,1); 
DO IP1= 1 TO NB; 
P1[IP1,IP1]=MK[1,IP1]; 
END; 
NB01=NB-1; 
DO IP2 = 1 TO NBOl; 
IP3 = IP2 + 1; 
DO IP4 = IP3 TO NB; 
C1=MK[1,IP2]#MK[1,IP4]; 
C2=C1/NNT; 
PI[IP2,IP4]=INT(C2); 
IF P1[IP2,IP4]=0 
THEN DO; VALIDP=0; 
GOTO ENDGETP; 
FWn.* 
ELSE 
END; 
END;
VALIDP=1; 
jciJNu;
END; 
FREE IPl IP2 IP3 IP4 CI C2 NNT; 
ENDGETP: 
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FINISH; 
î 
/ 
************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, — GETPIJ —, is used to put * 
* * 
* the desired upper bounds for the number of * 
* * 
* times that an object is removed from both * 
* * 
* boxes, i-th and j-th, into the matrix PIJ. * 
* * 
************************************************** 
START GETPIJ; 
SUMK=MK[,+]; 
Q1=SUMK/SIZE; 
MIJ=MIJ//J(1,NIJ,0); 
PIJ=MIJ[l:2,]//J(l,NIJ,0); 
DO ICI = 1 TO NIJ; 
NC1=Q1#((MIJ[3,ICI])/(MIJ[4,ICI])); 
NC2=INT(NC1); 
IF NC2=0 
THEN DO; 
PRINT "INCORRECT RESTRICTIONS FOR P[i,j]" 
MIJ,ICI,NCI,NC2; 
VALIDPIJ=0; ; 
GOTO ENDPIJ; 
END; 
ELSE DO; VALIDPIJ=l; 
I=MIJ[1,IC1]; 
J=MIJ[2,IC1]; 
PIJ[3,IC1]=NC2; 
MIJ[5,IC1]=NC2; 
END; 
END; 
ENDPIJ: 
FREE NCI NC2 I J; 
PRINT ,PIJ,MIJ; 
FINISH; 
************************************************** 
* * 
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* The MODULE, GETNEWP , is used to * 
* * 
* find the min. value of P[i,j] and PIJ[3,k] * 
* * 
* where the k-th column of PIJ contains i,j, * 
* * 
* and the desired upper bound for P[i,j]. * 
* * 
************************************************** 
/ 
START GETNEWP; 
DO IC2 = 1 TO NIJ; 
I=PIJ[1,IC2]; 
J=PIJ[2,IC2]; 
MP[I,J]=PIJ[3,IC2]; 
END; 
M1=MP-(MP^) ; 
M2=ABS(M1)-M1; 
V1=SYMSQR(M2); 
VALUE1=V1[+,]; 
IF VALUEKO 
THEN DO; VALIDPIJ=0; 
PRINT "INVALID PIJ",, PIJ ,MP,MAXIJ TRUEIJ; 
END; 
ELSE VALIDPIJ=1; 
FREE I J Ml M2 VI VALUE1; 
FINISH; 
/ 
************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, CHECKP , is used to * 
* * 
* find out whether the lower triangular of the * 
* * 
* P-Matrix contains any positive values or not. * 
* * 
************************************************** 
START CHECKP; 
VALIDP=0; 
ML1=SYMSQR(MP); 
IF ANY (MLl > 0) 
THEN VALIDP=0; 
ELSE VALIDP=1; 
FREE ML MLl; 
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FINISH; 
************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, GETD , is used to find * 
* * 
* the possible choices of sampling runs which * 
* * 
* can be used in the following steps. * 
* * 
************************************************** 
/ 
START GETD; 
DO IDl = 1 TO NB; 
V1=MP[ID1,ID1:NB]; 
V2=LOC(V1=0); 
N1=NC0L(V2); 
NMD=NR0W(MD); 
IF N1>0 
THEN DO; V3=J(NMD,1,0); 
DO ID2 = 1 TO Nl; 
N2=V2[1,ID2]; 
N3=N2+ID1-1; 
V4=MD[,IDl]#MD[,N3]; 
V3=V4+V3; 
END; 
V5=LOC(V3=0); 
N4=NCOL(V5); 
IF N4 = 0 
THEN DO; FREE MD; 
GOTO ENDGETD; 
END; 
ELSE MD=MD[V5,]; 
END; 
END; 
ENDGETD: FREE Nl N2 N3 N4 N5 IDl ID2 VI V2 V3 V4 V5 V6; 
NMD=NROW(MD); 
FINISH; 
; 
; 
; 
; 
************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, UPLOWP , is used to * 
* * 
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* find the max. replication number of each * 
* * 
* pair (i,j). * 
* * 
************************************************** 
f 
i 
START UPLOWP; 
NMD=NROW(MD) ; 
DO lUl = 1 TO NMD; 
ONE=MD[lUl,BEGINl:ENDl]; 
ZERO=MD[lUl,BEGINO:ENDO]; 
SUBVP1=MK[1,0NE]; 
K1=MIN(SUBVP1); 
NSUM=MK[,+]/SIZE; 
SUBVPO=MK[,ZERO]; 
KO=NSUM-MAX(SUBVPO); 
MD[IU1,REP] = MIN(K1,K0); 
END; 
V1=MD[,REP]; 
V2=LOC(V1>0); 
MD=MD[V2,]; 
P1=DIAG(MK); 
DO IU2 = 1 TO NB; 
JU1=IU2+1; 
DO JU2 = JUl TO NB; 
V3=MD[,IU2]#MD[,JU2]#MD[,REP]; 
P1[IU2,JU2]=V3[+,]; 
Pl[JU2,IU2]=l; 
END; 
END; 
FREE lUl IU2 JUl JU2 MD NMD VI V2 V3 SUBVPO SUBVPl KO 
FINISH; 
************************************************* 
* * 
* The MODULE, — ADDORNOT — , is used to * 
* * 
* check that the new Run can be added or not. * 
* * 
************************************************* 
# 
START ADDORNOT; 
VALIDRUN = l; 
VF2=(VECDIAG(MP))#SIZE; 
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VF3=(TRACE(MP))#J(NB,1,1); 
VF4=VF3-VF2; 
VF5=(ABS(VF4))-VF4; 
TEST=VF5[+,]; 
IF TEST > 0 
THEN DO; VALIDRUN = 0; 
GOTO ENDADD; 
END; 
MPNEW = SQRSYM(SYMSQR(MP)); 
DO IFl = 1 TO NB; 
IF MPNEW[IFl,IFl]=0 
THEN DO; VF1=(ABS(MPNEW[IFl,])+MPNEW[IFl,])/2 ; 
TEST=VF1[,+]; 
IF TEST > 0 
THEN DO; VALIDRUN=0; 
GOTO ENDADD; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
ENDADD: FREE VFl VF2 VF3 VF4 VF5 IFl TEST MPNEW; 
FINISH; 
************************************************* 
* * 
* The MODULE, — ORDERl — , is used to * 
* * 
* reorder the matrix — D1 — . * 
* * 
************************************************* 
START ORDERl; 
ND1=NR0W(D1); 
TT=J(1,ND1,1); 
TTT=LOC(TT>0); 
TTTT=T(TTT); 
D1[,INDl;IND3]=REPEAT(TTTT,1,2); 
D2=D1;D3=D1; 
ND2=ND1;ND3=ND1; 
FREE TT TTT TTTT; 
FINISH; 
; 
************************************************* 
* * 
* The MODULE, — ORDERS — , is used to * 
* * 
* reorder the matrix — D3 — . * 
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* * 
************************************************* 
START ORDERS; 
ND3=NROW(D3); 
TT=J(1,ND3,1); 
TTT=LOC(TT>0); 
TTTT=T(TTT); 
D3[,IND3]=TTTT; 
FREE TT TTT TTTT; 
FINISH; 
************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, — OUTPUTD —, is used to print * 
* * 
* all the possible GAMEs to empty the boxes. * 
* * 
************************************************** 
Î 
START OUTPUTD; 
PRINT0UT=PRINT0UT+1; 
0UTD[,NB1]=J(NT,1,1); 
REALP=(0UTD[,1:NB]i)*OUTD[,l:NB]; 
RUNS=0UTD[1,]; 
IP1=2; 
POINT=0; 
NB1=NB+1; 
AGAINl: POINT = POINT+1; 
/ 
DO IP2 = IPl TO NT; 
T = (RUNS[P0INT,l:NB])*((0UTD[IP2,l:NB])M ; 
IF T = SIZE 
THEN RUNS[POINT,NB1]=RUNS[POINT,NBl]+1; 
ELSE IF IP2 = NT 
THEN DO; RUNS=RUNS//0UTD[IP2,]; 
GOTO ENDROUT; 
END; 
ELSE DO; IPl = IP2+1; 
RUNS=RUNS//0UTD[IP2,]; 
GOTO AGAINl; 
END; 
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END; 
ÉNDROUT: FREE IPl IP2 T OUTD; 
Mi=RUNS[,NBl]; 
D=RUNS[,BEGINl:END1]; 
PRINT PRINTOUT; 
PRINT , "The actual frequency for pair (i,j)."; 
PRINT , REALP; 
PRINT D Mi; 
FINISH; 
************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE, — EMPTY —, is used to find * 
* * 
* all the possible GAMEs that can be used to * 
* * 
* empty the boxes. * 
* * 
************************************************** 
START EMPTY; 
COUNT=0; 
NT=TRACE(P1)/SIZE; 
******************************************************* 
* * 
* The following DO — Loop is used to compute the * 
* * 
* biggest order for the first run of our choices. * 
* * 
******************************************************* 
CT=1 ; 
CB=1; 
S02=SIZE-2; 
NB02=NB-2; 
IF S02=0 
THEN MAX12=1; 
ELSE DO lEl = 1 TO S02; 
CT=CT#(NB02-IE1); 
CB=CB#IE1; 
END; 
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MAX12=CT/CB; 
FREE CT CB lEl ; 
Î 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* The following — FORWARD: DO loop is used to search * 
* * 
* for the possible runs in FORWARD steps inside D2. * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
! 
FORWARD: 
DO FWD = 1 TO ND2; 
PS3=D2[FWD,IND3]; 
ADDRUN=D2[FWD,]; 
ADD=ADDRUN[,1:NB]; 
IF COUNT=0 
THEN MP=P1-(ADDt)*ADD; 
ELSE DO; 
T=D3[1:COUNT,1:NB]//ADD; 
MP=P1-(T^*T); 
FREE T; 
END; 
C0UNT1=C0UNT+1; 
******************************************************* 
* * 
* The following — THEN DO — Loop is used to * 
* * 
* handle the case when COUNTl = NT. * 
* * 
******************************************************* 
IF C0UNT1=NT 
THEN DO; RUN CHECKP; 
IF VALIDP=1 
THEN DO; NT01=NT-1; 
0UTD=D3[1:NTOl,]//ADDRUN; 
RUN OUTPUTD; 
GOTO BACKWARD; 
END; 
END; 
f 
! 
******************************************************* 
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* The following — THEN DO — Loop is used to * 
* * 
* handle the case when ( COUNTl < NT ). * 
* * 
******************************************************* 
ELSE DO; RUN ADDORNOT; 
IF VALIDRUN=0 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDFWD; END; 
MD=D3[PS3:ND3,]; 
RUN GETD; 
IF NMD=0 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDFWD; END; 
IF COUNT=0 
THEN D3=ADDRUN//MD; 
ELSE D3=D3[1:COUNT,]//ADDRUN//MD; 
C0UNT=C0UNT+1; 
RUN ORDERS; 
C0UNT1=C0UNT+1; 
D2=D3[COUNTl:ND3,]; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
ENDFWD: END; 
BACKWARD: IF COUNT=0 THEN DO; GOTO ENDEMPTY; END; 
PS1=D3[COUNT,IND1]+1; 
C0UNT=C0UNT-1; 
IF PSl > NDl 
THEN DO; GOTO BACKWARD; END; 
MD=D1[PS1:ND1,]; 
IF COUNT=0 
THEN IF PS1>MAX12 
THEN GOTO ENDEMPTY; 
ELSE DO; MP=Pl; 
RUN GETD; 
IF NMD=0 
THEN DO; GOTO BACKWARD; END; 
D3=MD; 
RUN ORDERS; 
D2=D3; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
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GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
ELSE DO; T1=D3[1;C0UNT,1:NB]; 
MP=P1-(T1^)*T1; 
RUN GETD; 
IF NMD=0 
THEN DO; GOTO BACKWARD; END; 
D3=D3[1: COUNT,]//MD; 
RUN ORDERS; 
C0UNT1=C0UNT+1; 
D2=D3[COUNTl:ND3,]; 
ND2=NROW(D2); 
GOTO FORWARD; 
END; 
ENDEMPTY: 
FINISH; 
********************************************************** 
* * 
* The MODULE — CASES — is used to find all the * 
* * 
* possible designs satisfying the given conditions. * 
* * 
********************************************************** 
START CASES; 
USE DATAIN; 
READ ALL INTO X; 
SIZE=X[1,2]; 
NB=X[1,1]; 
NB1=NB+1; 
NIJ=X[1,3]; 
UPERPIJ=X[1,4]; 
MAXITER=X[1,5]; 
DESIGNS=X[1,6]; 
H=X[1,7]; 
REP=NB+1; 
INDl=NB+2; 
IND3=NB+3; 
NB3=IND3; 
BEGINl=NB+4; 
END1=IND3+SIZE; 
BEGIN0=END1+1; 
END0=IND3+NB; 
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USE DATAKPl; 
READ ALL INTO PO; 
K=P0[1,]; 
NPO=NROW(PO); 
P1=P0[2:NP0,]; 
FREE PO NPO 
USE DATARUN; 
READ ALL INTO Dl; 
USE DATARST; 
READ ALL INTO MIJ; 
PRINTOUT=0; 
CASEOl: MK=H#K; 
IF UPERPIJ > 0 
THEN DO; RUN GETP; 
IF VALIDP=0 
THEN DO; H=H+1; 
IF H > MAXITER 
THEN DO; 
PRINT " H is not large enough to satisfy "; 
PRINT "the Positive second-order inclusion probilities" 
,IP2,IP4,C1,C2; 
GOTO ENDCASES; 
END; 
ELSE GOTO CASEOl; 
END; 
END; 
ELSE DO; MD=D1; 
MK=H#K; 
RUN UPLOWP; 
END; 
MP=P1; 
IF NIJ > 0 
THEN DO; RUN GETPIJ; END; 
RUN GETNEWP; 
IF VALIDPIJ=0 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDCASES;END; 
RUN ORDERl; 
P1=MP; 
PRINT /,"The upper triangle of PI contains"; 
PRINT "the upper bounds for pair (i,j)"; 
PRINT "The lower triangle of PI contains"; 
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PRINT "the lower bounds for pair (i,j)"; 
PRINT "The diagonal of PI contains the number"; 
PRINT "of balls in each box.",,PI; 
/ 
RUN EMPTY; 
IF PRINTOUT > DESIGNS 
THEN DO; GOTO ENDCASES; END; 
ELSE DO; H=H+1; 
IF H > MAXITER 
THEN IF PRINTOUT = 0 
THEN DO; PRINT ,,"NO SUCH DESIGN EXISTS"; 
GOTO ENDCASES; 
END; 
ELSE GOTO ENDCASES; 
ELSE GOTO CASEOl; 
END; 
/ 
} 
ENDCASES: 
FINISH; 
i 
RUN CASES; 
STOP; 
